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ORAL ARGUMENT SCHEDULED JANUARY 14,2004

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT

)
NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE, eLaL, )

Petitioners, )

V. ) No. 01-1258 and
) consolidated case

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL ) Nos. 01-1268, 01-1295,
PROTECTION AGENCY, ) 01-1425, and 01-1426

* ) (Complex)
Respondent. )

EPA'S SUBSTITUTION OF APPEARANCE

The Clerk is requested to withdraw the appearance of G. Scott Williams and substitute

the appearance of Christopher S. Vaden as co-counsel (with Michele L. Walter) for Respondent

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Case Nos. 01-1258, 01-1268, 01-1295, 01-1425, and

01-1426.

Respectfully submitted,

THOMAS L. SANSONETTI
Assistant Attorney General
Environment and Natural Resources Division

CHRISTOPHER S. VADEN
MICHELE L. WALTER
Environmental Defense Section
Environment and Natural Resources Division
United States Department of Justice
P.O. Box 23986
*Washington D.C. 20026-3986
(202) 514-4438, 514-3376



OF COUNSEL:

KEITH A. MATTHEWS
Office of General Counsel (2344A)
Environmental Protection Agency
1200 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20460

DATED: December 11, 2003
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on December 18, 2003, a copy of the foregoing EPA's Substitution of

Appearance was served by Federal Express upon the following counsel of record:

Brian Sandoval, Attorney General
Marta A. Adams, Sr. Deputy Attorney General
State of Nevada
100 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701

Joseph R. Egan
Egan & Associates
7918 Jones Branch Drive, Suite 600
McLean, Va. 22102

Antonio Rossman
Special Deputy Attorney General
Roger B. Moore
Special Deputy Attorney General
Law Office of Antonio Rossman
380 Hayes Street
San Francisco, CA 94102

Elizabeth A. Vibert
Deputy District Attorney, Clark County, Nevada
500 South Grand Central Parkway
Las Vegas,NV 89106

Bradford R. Jerbic
City Attorney, City of Las Vegas, Nevada
400 Stewart Avenue
Las Vegas, NV 89101

Charles J. Cooper
Vincent J. Colatriano
Cooper & Kirk, L.L.P.
1500 K Street, N.W., Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20001

William H. Briggs, Jr.
Ross, Dixon & Bell, L.L.P.
2001 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-1040



Michael A. Bauser
Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc.
1776 I Street, N.W. Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006

Geoffrey H. Fettus
Natural Resources Defense Council
1200 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005

James Bradford Ramsay
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
1101 Vermont Avenue, Suite 200
Washington, D.C. 20005

Jean V. MacHarg
John Martin
Susan Mathiascheck
Patton Boggs, LLP
2250 M Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

John F. Cordes; Solicitor
Steven F. Crockett, Senior Attorney
Office of General Counsel
015 B18
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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U.S. Department of Justice

Environment and Natural Resources Division

Michele L. Walter
U.S Department of Justice
Environment & Natural Resources Division
Environmental Defense Section Telephone (202) 514-3376
P.a0. Box 23986 Facsimile (202) 616-0013
Washington, DC 20026-3986

December 18, 2003

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Mark J. Langer, Clerk
U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia Circuit
Room 5423
333 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Re: Nuclear Energv Institute. Inc.. et al. v. EPA
Docket No. 01-1258 and consolidated cases (complex)
Oral Argument Scheduled for January 14,2004

Dear Mr. Langer:

Pursuant to Federal Rule of Appellate Procedure 28(), Respondent United States
Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA") advises the Court of the decision in City of
Waukesha v. EPA, 320 F.3d 228 (D.C. Cir., Feb. 25, 2003) (attached). This decision precludes
argurments III.B and E.D in the opening brief of Petitioner Nuclear Energy Institute (cNEn) in
Nuclear Energv Institute. Inc. et al. v. EPA, Docket No. 01-1258.

NEI challenges the scientific basis of EPA's Yucca Mountain groundwater protection
standard. See Brief of Petitioner, Nuclear Energy Institute ('NEI Br.') at 19-23, 26-28; Brief of
Respondent, Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA Br.") at 58-64; and Reply Brief of
Petitioner Nuclear Energy Institute at 16-19. EPA's Yucca Mountain groundwater standard for
beta/photon emitting radionuclides incorporates the Safe Drinking Water Act maximum
contaminant levels ("MCLs") for those radionuclides. EPA Br. at 62. NEI challenged the'
scientific methodology behind those MCLs in Waukesha, claiming that they are based on
outdated science, and that this outdated methodology results in MCLs that do not provide a
uniform level of protection against cancer risks: 320 F.3d at 256-57. The Court rejected these
arguments, finding that EPA's use of the most recent federal radiation protection guidance to
analyze and assess these MCLs "was consistent with the 'best available science,"' and that EPA
reasonably determined that the MCLs did not need to provide a uniform level of protection.* Id.
at 256-57.

NEI makes the same arguments here as it did in Waukesha. NEI Br. at 19-23, 26-28.
Because Waukesha expressly rejected these arguments, the doctrine of collateral estoppel
precludes NEI from raising those arguments here. "[O]nce an issue is actually and necessarily



determined by a court of competent jurisdiction, that determination is conclusive in subsequent
suits based on a different cause of action involving a party to the prior litigation." Montana v.
United States 440 U.S. 147, 153 (1979); see also Beverly Health & Rehab Svcs. v. NLRB. 317
F.3d 316, 322 (D.C. Cir. 2003).

Enclosed are the original and four copies of this letter. Thank you for your assistance.
'Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Michele L. Walter, Attorney

Enclosures
cc: Counsel of Record
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i : ,. J,

CITY OF WAUKESHA,1
et alt, Petitioners,.

V.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION...
AGENCY, Respondent.

Village of Sussex-Water Commission,
et al, Intervenors.

Radiation, Science & Health,'
.Inc-, Petitioner,

.V.

' Environmental.Protection
Agency, Respondent.

Nuclear Energy Institute,
Inc., Petitioner,.

..

Environmental Protection
Agency, Respondent.

National Mining Association,
* - Petitioner,

V..

* Environmental Protection
Agency,'Respondent.

Nos. 01-1028, 01-1033, 01-
1034 and 01-1037.

* United States Court of Appeals, r
District of.Columbia Circuit.

Argued Nov. 20, 2002.

* . Decided Feb. 25, 2003.

EPA was not required to engage in cost
benefit analysis with regard to pre-1986
limits it left unchanged; (3) EPA used.best
science available when setting. limits; (4)
limits were not arbitrary or capricious; and
(5) EPA adequately iesponded to com-
ments to proposed rulemaking.

Relief denied.

1. Federal Civil Procedure 103.2, 103.3
In analyzing whether party has stand-

ing, court must determine whether there is
(1) injtry-in-faict, (2) causation, and'(3) re-
dressability. U.S.CA Const. Art. 3, § 2,.

2. Administrative Law and Procedure
'. e668

In allegi-ig jury-in-fact, for purpose
of. establishing party's .standing to contest
agency action, party must show that agen-
cy's alleged failifiis have caused traceable
concrete and particularized harm that is
actual or imminent, iLe., that there is sub-
stantial probability -that local conditions
mill be adversely affected.

3. Associations e&20(1)
In evaluating standing of association

;o sue on behalf of its members, court
nust 'deternine that' (1) at least one of
association's members -would have stand-
ng to sue in his own right, (2) interests
association seeks to protect are' geimarine
to its purpose, and (3) neither claim assert-
e nor relief requested requires that indi-
vidual member of association participate in
awsuit.

4. Waters and Water Courses 0z196
Municipal water utility had standing

to contest Environmental Protection Agen-
:y's (EPA's) rule setting radionuclide izm-
ts in public water systems on ground that
3PA failed to engage in requisite cost
benefit analysis, even though parties dis-

Municipal water utilities, utility. cus-
tomer, trade associations 'and consumer
advocacy group petitioned for review'of
Environmental Protection Agency's
(EPAss) new rule, promulgated under Safe
Drinking Water Act (SDWA), setting stan-
| dar]d for radionuclide levels in public water
systems. The Court of Appeals held that:

* (1) advocacy group lacked standing; (2)
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puiW -whether EPA was statutorily pre-
cluded from ra'sing limits; for standing
purposest court would assume that!EPA
vas not so precluded,and thus. that injury
from omitted procedureiwas redressable.
public Health Service Act,.§ 1412(b)(3)(Q),
(bX6)(A), as amended, 42 U.S.CA. § 009g-
.1(bX3)(C);(b)(6)(A).

5. Administrative Law and Procedure
E>668' .K .... .

Federal Civil Procedure 0-103.2
.Agency's violation of procedutal re-

quiremients of statute is sufficirit to grant
injured plaintiff standing to sue',so long' as
procedural requiremenit -was .designed to
protect some threatened concrete interest
of plaitiff'. . .

6. Waters and Water Couises. R196.
Nuclear., industry association' :.had

standing to contest. Environmental. Protec-.
tion.Agency's (EPA's).Safe Drinldng Wa-
ter Act' (SDWA) .ruld 'setting beta/ph'oton
emitter. limit for. public drinking ..water;
rule was used to set CERCLA cleanup
standards, and at least one of association's
nembnrs' had begun decommissioning

plant whose emittei levels -exceeded new
limit. -Public Health .Sirvice Act; §1401

et seq:; is amended, 42TU.S.C.A § 300f et
seq.; Comprehensive Environmental R&
sponse, Cdmpensation, and Liability Act of
1980, §. 10i :et 'seq.. 42 U.S.C.A § 9601 et
seq: : ' .

7. W. aters.and .Water.Coursesi 196...
. Mining .industry, association had

standing tocontest.Envfiroirmental Prptec-
.ion Agency's gPA's). Safe Drinking Wta-
ter Act (SDWA) rule setting urh'nium limit
for pubfic l inkin ter;8at *16st' one 'of
associationsl mermbers operated communi-
ty water sytmY .ubjedtjto.regulationun-
der. SDWA,. and:;therevwas .substanitial
ProbablitiYthat. 6ystem-i uraniuim levels'
exceeded new limit.. Public Health Service

Act, § 1401 et seq., as amended, 42
U.S.CA § 300f et seq.

8. Waters and Water Courses es'196

: Consumer advocacy..group lacked
standing to c6ntest Environmental Protec- -
tion .Agency's (EPA'S) Safe Drinking Wa-
.ter Act (SDWA) rule .-setting radionuclide
limits for public drinking water; there was
no evidence-.that any partidular group
member was .likely. to suffer increased
drinking water costs as result .of rule.
Public Health Serice Act, § 1401, et seq.,
as a'rended, 42 U.SbC.A; § 300f et seq

9. Statutes e=219(4). .

Unless Congress has directly spoken
6to precise 'question. at issue, court . iust.

uphold ageicy's interpretation iof statute it
.administers so long as it is b'ased'on per-
rnisslble construction of that statute.

10. Waters and Water. Courses' 196.
Under Safe .Drinking. Water Act

(SDWA); Environmental Protection Agen-
cy (EPA) was not required *toengage in.
cost benefit analysis before setting radion-
uclide liffits .for public: water systems,
where EPA decided to leave its pre-1986
limits. unchanged.. Public Health"Sevice
Act, § 1412(a)(1), (b)(3)(C), (b)(4)(),. as
*atended,- 42. ,S.G.s. § 36og-1(aX1),
*(.b)(8)(C), (b(42(C). e .... ;.

'11, Wates"ana Water Courses ;196.
EiVri~oninental' Pr6tection Agency

(EPA) did not amend Safe Drildn Watger.
Act'.(SDWA) rule settmIg.radionucihde limi-
its fob.public water systems, and thus was
not required to engagein cost-benefitr arl-
ysis, even though it' dete'riixIea that einst-
ing l levels had been .providinj greater
health protection than it had o riginally an-
ticipated.: Public-.'Health Service Act,
§ 1412(a)(1),'(b)(3)(C),.(b)(4)(C), ais amend-

.ed; 42 U.S.CA.A.§ 300g-1(a)(1),. (b)(3)(C),
(b)(4)(C).' . . , . .-- -':

. I

I

1."

I*

1,

I
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12. Waters and Water Courses e=196' data Within its technical expertise, -it must
Environmental Protection . Agency nonetheless ensure that agency has examn-

(EPA) did not amend Safe Drinking Water ined relevant data and has articulated ade-
Act (SDWA)' rule setting radionuclide Jim-. quate explanation for its action; .
its for public water systems, and thus was. U.S.CA § 706(2)(A).
not required to engage in cost-benefit anal-

I ysis, even though it did alter monitoring 16. Waters and Water Courses e196
requirements, where limits remained un- . Environmental Protection Agency
changed. Public Health Service Act, (EPA) satisfied Safe Drinldng Water Act
§ 1412(a)(1), @)(3)(C), (b)(4)(C), as amend- (SDWA) requirement that it set radiurn
ed, 42 U.S.CA. § 300g-i(a)(1),.:(b)(3)(C), and natural uraniium limits for public wa-
(bX4)(C). -ter systems based on .best available sci.

Water Course- .'. ence; there was substantial scientiic. sup-
13; Waters and Water Courses e=196 .3 .Waters au *port for 'EPAs selection from *among

:Environmental Protection Agency several competing toxicity reports. Pub.-
(EPA)- conducted adequate cost-benefit lic Health Service Act, § 1412(b)(3)(, as
analysis before amending. Safe Dring 'amended, 42 U.S.CA § M00g-l(b)(3)(A).
Water Act '(SDWA) rule setting. uranium
liimits.for. public watersyjstems; EPA was 17. Waters and Water Courses e196
not required 'to analze effect of limit i Cost-benefit analyiis engaged in by
non-SDWA contexts, and 30 micrograms . Environmental.Protection 'Agency (EPA)
.pei liter limit 'set in final rule was logical when setting 'Safe Drinking Water Act
outgrowth of 20 to 80 micrograms per liter (SDWA) limit for natural uranium was not
limits set out in proposed. rule *on which arbitrary or capricious.. Public Health
public had commented Public Health.Ser-: Service.Act, § 1412(b)(6)(D), as amended,.
vice Act, § 1412(b)(3)(C)(i), as amended, 42 42 U.S.CA § 300g-1(b)(6)(D).*
, U.S.CA § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i). 1 W a W s

1 l4. Waters and Water Courses .a996 ' nrmeiitan W Ptection. A6
Key question in determining whetherP

' standard adopted in Environmnental ~Pi. (EPA) satisfied Safe Drinking Water Act
tection Agency's (EPA's) final Safe Drink-'. (SDWA) requirement 'that it set bet'ph-
ing Water Act (SDWA) rule is "logical *.ton emitter limits for publiC water systems
outgrowth' of proposed; rule, as required based on best available. science; though
under 'Admiiistrative Pro~cedure Act. .EPA retained prior limits, which'had V'een'
(APA), is whethercommenters'houldhe based on now-outdated studies,, standards(AP iswhehercommenters should have'
anticipated that EPA might use finl rule's suggested by newer studies would iot
standard when it'first provided notice of have rnmtauned current levels of protec-
its proposals 5 U.S.CA §.'553; "Public ton- Public Health Service Act
Health.Service Act, § 1401 e~t seq.as § 1412(b)(3)(A), (b)(9), as amended, 42
amended, 42 U.S.CA .§ 360f et seq. . US.CA § 300g-1(b)(3)(A), (b)(9).

15. Administrative Law 'and Procedure .19. Waters an-d Water Courses ¢?196
.e797 - Any deficiencies' in Environmental

Although court, conducting: Adminis- Protection Agency's (EPA's) allegedly ge-
trative Procedure Act (APA) review' of' neric response to comments to proposed'.
agency rule, gives extreme degree'of.def-' 'Safe Drinlfig Water. Act .(SDWA) rwle%,
erence to agency's evaluation of scientific setting'radionuclide limits for public water
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terns, were harmless where it was clear
that EPA had considered commenters' ar-
guments. 5 U.S.C-A2 §. 553(c).

.

On'Petitions for Review of an .Order of
the Environmental Protection Agency.'.".

radionuclide levels in public water sys-
. tems. 'Specifically, they set the maximum

contaminant level goal ("MCLG") and the
maximwn contaminant level ("MCL'.) for
radium-226'and radium-228,'.naturally oc-
cu'rring uranium, and various;b!aphdoton

. emitters. Petitioners contend the regula-

i
1.
I
I

i
I
I

| -' . ." ' ' .. .. tions violate the SDWA and the Adminis-
1 John C. yMartidn Michael B-igrnre, trative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§.551 et
Curt R. Meitz, and David C. L55h'WaY seq.,;(APA")'because in setting the ra-
zugued the cause for the petitiones. John. dioriuclides standards EPA did not (1)
N Hanson, Ban L... DosterJustin A. properly conduct. require cost-benefit
savage, Jean V... MacHark, Susan M,-. r(equiea
Mathiascheckd Ddnald P. Gallo, H. Staley .. es 2 u . t: ..a . . s...Z .. .1. . D nF. ence" tO., determine.- the'. appropriate
- ,'Riffid,.Philli~p J, Eckert, Paul i. Reilly, eMCLGs aid MCLsA; or. (3) adequately -re-
John S. NoblW, Richard M. Glidden, Antho- ndt nents submitted d" the
ny J. Thompsoni,'Robert W. Bishop , James d t . uring
B. Harvey,. Suzanne K. Schalig, a illinin r* :.Forim part, EPA contests
* Von Ai'x and, Denniiis M. .*~ffy-Were on petitioners' standing to challenge the regu-

lations an-d'defends 'the standards on'the
b.rinef. . . - .: . merits. We conclude. that all petitioners

Daniel M. 'lores and Christopher Peak, except RSH have standing and that'EPA
Attorneys, Unitod States. Departmet 'of- complied with the requirements 'of the
justice; ̀ rgued the Cause for: th'e responr SDWA and the APA.
dent. Kren Clark. Atrney, tlnited * * ,, ' :

.Statts Enviionmr6ntal Protection -Agenrcy, :
was' own brief. ' - ;- ! * ' I.'-BACKGROUND'

' The SDWA generally applies to 'each
Before: HENDERSON,. ROGERS, and, public'water "sytem In each State," 42,

GARLAND, Circuit judges. U .§: o6"ad authorizes EPA to set
standards for drinking water contaminants

Opinion for the court filed PER'~ '. ' therein, 42 U.S.C. § 300g-1(b). For a giv-

CURIAM. .. ; - .. . . . ,, .. ,. en contamninant the Act directs'that EPA
PER CURIAM: . .first establish an MCLG which is Athe level

* ' . ! ' : ' ' ' -' . " at which. no known 'or anticipated adverse
','The petitiohers ',the City'of Waukesha effects thealth of persons occur and
and its'water utiityc~uitomer BruceZiv' which allows an adequate -margin of safe-'
ney, trade iociation Nuclear .Ex'Prgy t"- Id.'§ 300g-1(b)(4)(A). EPA.is then

. lfstitute ("NEI") and National Mining As- to set an M.C.L: "as close to the [MOLGI
Sociation ("NMA"), and advocacy group as is fe'asble." .Id. § 800g-1(b)(4)(B).'
'Radiation, Science & Health, ("RSH`). -.
:seek review of zegulations'prmbiilgated by In .1976 EPA promiulgated interim regu-
the 'Enviroru~netaj Protection'.Agency IationstliatestablishjeMCLGsi ndMCLs'-
(. EPAt) .pursuant to the' Safe Drinking . or. ra ionuelides,'which are miaterials'that
' -Water Act of 1970 ("SDWA" or.uAct),:'42 emit radiation as they *decay frbm' one.
US-C., .§§ 300f et :seq. The, challenged elemental fo i o :another. 'The'regula-
reuations establish 'standards governing tions established an.M.C.L. of 5 picocu-
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riesLiter' (pCiJL)X for the isotopes radi-
um-226 and radium-228; .a -combined
'M.C.L. of 4 millirems (mrem) 2 for all
beta/photon. emitters;': and no M.C.L. for
naturally-occurring uranium. See National.

' Interim Primary Drinking Water Regiila-'
tions, 4i Fed.Reg. 28,402, 28,404 (July 9,
1976).,

In. 1991 EPA proposed new'MCLs for
the radionuclides: 20 pCVL for radium-226
and -228; 4 mrem effective dose-equivalent
("ede") for the beta/photon emitters; ; and
20 micrograms.per liter (sgAL) 'or 30 pCVL
for naturally occurring uranium. See Na-
tional'Primary Drinldng Water 46gila-

:'tions; Radibiuclides, Notice of Proposed
RiAlemaking, '56..Fed.Reg. 33,050 33,051.
(July 18, 1991). .

In 1996' the Congress. amended the
SDWA to,: iter alia, 'add an."anti-back-
sliding" provision'requiring that-any water
regulation revision "maintain, or.provide
for greater, protection of. the. health. of

* persons,". 42 U.S.C. §'300g-1(b)(9), and to
require the agency to consider the relative
costs and benefits in setting'each.MCL, id.
§ 3O0g 1(b)(3)(c), (4)(C).. . ..

In April 2000 EPA issued a "Notice of
Data Availability" (CNODA") proposing
that the 1991 radionuclide MCLs.be revis-
ited in light of 'new information" and the

1. .The curie measures the rate at which a
given radioactive compound disintegrates.
One curie is equivalent to 3.7 x 1010 disinte-
grations per second. A picocurie is a mil-

: lionth millionth of a curie. National Primary
Drinking' Water Regulations;. Radionuclides,
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, 51
Fed.Reg. 34,836, 34,850 (Sept. 30, 1986).

- 2. The rem measurds the 'dose of radiation an
Individual receives from .a certain lype'of ex-
posure. EPA, Radionuclides Notice of Avail-
;ability, Technical Support' Document at 1-5
(March 2000)..: A rem takes into account not

.only the number of radioaciive emissions that.
are present (i.e.. the curies) but also the ener-
gy of the, radiation and the types. of particles
that are emitted. 51 Fed.Reg. at'34,849-50.

IORTER, 3d SERIES

'1996 amendments. National Primar?
Drinking Water Regulations; *Radioni.
clides, 65 Fed.Reg. 21,576 (Apr.. 21, 2000))
The 2000 NODA proposed maintaining the
1976 MCLs for radium-226 and -228 and
for beta/photon emitters and set MCLs for
;naturally occurring uranium at. either 20
40,' or 80 t±g/L. EPA further proposed
'revising the 1976 radium monitoring regi
men-which required public water systems
to test for radium,-228 only if the radium-
226 level exceeded 3 .pCiL-to 'require
separate testing for each of the' two iso.
topes. The NODA further. set June 2,
2000 as the deadline for submitting coh-
ments on the pr'oposed rule and its under.
lying data and analysis.

In December 2000 EPA 'issued the' nal
*radionuclides rule,. National -Primary
Drinking Water Regulations;. Radionu-
.clides, 65 Fed2Reg: 76,708 (Dec. 7, 2000)
(Final Rule). As it had proposed, EPA
retained the .1976 standards. for radium

* 226 and -228 and for beta/phloton emitters
and instituted the separate radium isotope.

'.:mpnitoring requirement. Id at 76,710-11.
For uranium, however, the final rule set.
'the' M.C.L.' 'at 30 pjg/L. ' Idat 76,710...
Petitioners fled timely petitions for review
of.the final rule.

3: The effective dose equivalent measures the
* amount of ridiation distributed to an individ-

ual. The radiation amount is first estimated
for each individual organ and the. result is

* adjusted by a "weighting factor; to reflect the
'radiosensitivity of the particular organ. The
sum of: the ede of each organ provides an
estimate of the totil 'effect on the entire bbdy.
51 Fed.Reg: at 34;843.

4. EPA agreed to review and take final actio!
on the radionuclides standards by November
21, 2000' in' a consent agreeinent it executed
with a private litigant. '65 Fed.Reg. at 21.
579.; . -*.
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petitioners bring several challenges to (1) at least one .6f [the association~s]
the 2000 final-rule.. First, they argue that 'members would have. standing to sue in
EpA failed to publish a cost-benefit analy- his-own right,.(2) the interests the asso-
,sis for the radium and .beta/photon MCLS ciation seeks to protect are germane to
;s required by SDWA § 1412(b)(3)(C)(i), . its purpose, and (3) neither the..lain
anid that the agenfs cost-benefit analysis * asserted nor ..the Aef.requested: re-
of the'uranium M.C.L. fell short of the'. quires that an'individual..member of the'

-requirements of the SDWA' and the APA. .. association participate in.the lawsuit.
'We discuss those arguments in Parts III'
and IV, respectively. Petitioners also at-'
tack the radium, uranium, and beta/photon e burden of making these showings
* MOLS on 'their rerits, and .we consider rests on the petitioner in an agency review
those challenges in.Parts V, VI; and VII, case. Id at 899. In such cases ... the
respectively Finally,. petitioners 'assert petitioner ordinarily will have participated'thatspe EAi iai fh'P ie in the proceedings before the agency," and
that EPA, in violation of -the" failed .teeoeteamnsrtv ~odwl s
adequately to re'spond to commentS npro- tabeisrethfo relevant facts, for the petitioner
mulgatingthe 2000 final rule. .We discuss *.

that assertion in Part.VIII. EPA defends to show standing id The petitioner
must "either. identify in that record evi-against each Zof petitioners' arguments on.

the merits, u-nd in turn; contests'peition- .dence sufficient to- support its standing o
an seek. review or. *.- submit additional evi-rs' tandi to being their petitions, a dence to the couof appeals d -

irg'~mTernftwnlhrO~nwP~rl tirl'YL.
l . :: .' .';. . . *.: though additional evidence is unnecessary.

if its "standing to seek. review of admiinis-
' 'iI. STANDNG trative action is self-evident," id. at 899-

[13]' First, we 'address the threshold 900. In explaining'how petitioners should
issue of our.. jurisdiction, specifically, satisfy that burden, Sie*Ta 'Club, decided

'ihether petitioners have standing toraise June 18,' 2002, announced that Thence-
their.claims. 'Sierra' Club dr. EPA, 292 forth" petitioners 'must include in their
F.3d 895, 898 (D.C.Cir.2002). :.:In analyzing opening briefs suifflcihet evidence to 'demn-
whether.a party has.standing, the court onstrate their standing..' Id. 'at 900. "Ab-
must determine whether there is "(L) iWuu- . sent good cause 'shown, ..... a litigant

.ry-in-fact;:(2) causation,. and (3) redressa- should not expect' the "court" to allow peti-
bility." . Id. In alleging an injury-in-fact, iionrers too subnit affidavits post-oral argu-
petitioners -must show that "EPA's alleged ment in:order to- support .their standing
raiing's have caused. atraceable 'concrete' arguments.' Id. Because .the .opening
and particularized harm . that is 'actual blriefs in this case were filed' before our
nr imminent".' Id (quoting Aim Petrole- decision inSierrdi Cluib,. and EPA has not
aUm inst. .V. United Sttes .EnvtW.'Prot. objected to the.filing'of supplemental affl-
Agency, 216 F.3d' 50, 63 '(D.C.Cir.2000)). ddvits, ..our. resolution of the question of
To establish this, petitioners "miiiust demon- standing is 'based on the submissions -in
St'atethat thdre is a.substantial probabili- "petitioners'-opening' briefs.'as' ell as on
y that lodal conditions will be adversely the supplemental affidavits submitted, with
affected." Id.: In addition, in evaluating The permission 'of 'the curt, after oral ar-

e stiandiing4<f "an assoeciationftg~ei'~on' igument .Sele;eg.nitedSite Telecorn
behal of its'mernbers, the court iuside- Ass'n.v: .FCC, .295; F.3d 1326, .1330
teflflire that (D.C.Cir.2002)..--
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A.
. t4]. The administrative, record showvs

that the City of Waukesha would face. sub-
stantial costs if it was required to -comply
with the 1976 radium-226 and -228 regula-
tions. .EPA has not disputed that record
evidence. This -is sufficient for injury-in-
fact Moreover, Waukesha has shown, and
EPA does hot dispute, that maintenance of
the 1976 regulations will cause Waukesha's
injury. EPA. conten'ds, however, that, to

l the extent 'that Waukesha and 'the other
utility petitioners base their challenge .on
.EPA's failure toproperly conduct a cost-
benefit -analysis, there is nio standing be-
cause there is no redressablfity. In partic-.
ular; EPA maintains that' even if it did not'
properly. develop cost-benefit 'analyses for

sthe di regulations, it could 'not -have.
' .sethose analyses to raise the numfierical
'.limits, because the SDWA. prohubits the
use of cost-benefit analyses to. weaken
standards in. place .at the' time. 'of the 1996
-amendments 'to the SDWK Waukesha re-
'sponds that the court could 'order. the
agency to pr6perly follow the relevant pro-
cedural requirements,'.. and* it alleges that
EPA's. failures to 'follow. those require-
ments 'are the injuries that it has suffered.

[5] A violation of the 'procedural.re-
quiirements of a statute is sufficient to
grant a plaintiff standingto sue, so long as
the procedtiral requirement was."designed
to protect some thretened concrete inter-
est" of the plaintiff. Wujan -v. Defenders of
Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555,'573 n. 8, 112.S.CL.
2130, 2143 n. 8,' 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992).
As explained in Florida Audubon Society
v. Bentsen, 94- F.3d -658, 665 (D.C.Cir.
1996), a plaintiff must show 'not-only that
the defendant's acts omitted some6 proce-

S. In their reply brief, petitioners argue that.
they were also 'harmed by the failure to con-
duct. cost-benefit analysis because of the
lack of "consistent. predictable". clean-up
standards. Petitioners' Reply Br. at 5. Noth-

dural requirement, but also that it 'is. sub
'stantially probable, that the procedural
breach will cause the 'essential injury to

'the plaintiff's own interest" There are ,at
Aeast two link's" ini.'an "adequate -causal

chain" between.a procedural violation and
injury-in-fact, "one connecting the omitted
[procedure] to some 'substantive govern-
ment decision that may have been wrongly.
decided because of the lack of [the prioe-

* dure) and one connecting that substantive
decision to the plaintiff's particularized in.
jury." Id.. at 668. The second link re-
quires a .showing that "the particularized
injury that the plaintiff is suffering or is
likely to suffer is fairly traceable to the
agency'action that 'implicated" the proce.
dural requirement in question. Id- at 669.

Here, 'the procedural requirements for a.j
cost-benefit analysis ar'e related to the
threatened interest of Waukesha The.'
cost-benefit analysis would examine wheth-
er thea'drinking water regulations are over-
ly costly. compared to the health. benefits"
they would provide, 'resulting in increased'
and.unjustified costs for water suppliers:
See '42 U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(C),.(b)(6)XA..
Moreover, the harm .suffered' by'.Wauke-i
sha-increased water treatment costs-is

'fairly traceable .to the substantive action of
EPA that is challenged by petitioners-the

-maintenance of the .1976 radium regula-
tions. EPA'challenges the first causal link
connecting the procedural requirement-
the cost-benefit analysis-and the substanf-
tive actions of EPA. EPA essentially CoD',,

tends that there is no chance that perfonrm
ing the'cost-benefit analysis,'as' requested.
'by. Waukesha, will alleviate the harm Of-'
fered by Waukesha, namely, overly, striC.
water-quality standards.5 Although some,

ing in the attached affidavit or in the br4,
itself shows howv a failure to perform the c5O'
benefit analysis will harm' petitioners o0kl
than 'the possibility of setting stricter Stix..J
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..art of connection between the procedural Zivney or any of the remaining utilities
' uirelnent at issue and the substantive who are parties to this case. See EnvtL

fiction the agency must be6 shown, see Action v. FERC, 996 F.2d 401, 406

L AidubOm 94 F.3d at 668, the- Su- (D.C.Cir.1993). -

pneme Court has held that this require-

' ,Int is not very stringent. .
. . bus, under. our case law,. one living.

'1(uacent to :the site for proposed con- [6] NEI contends that it has standing
gmuction of a federally licensed dam has to challenge the beta/photon emnitteir stan-
- tanding to challenge the licensing agen- dard because Tilts members' facilities are

" y'hs failure to prepare an environmental potential sources of beta/photon radionu-
imlpact statement, even though he can- dides," which are also "potentially. subject
no' establish with any certainty that the to the beta/photon MCLs at decommis-
stntement will cause the license to be sioned facilities under CERCLA [Codmpr&
uvithheld or altered. , - hensive Environmental Response, Com-

.l~lln 504 U.S. at 572 n. 7, 112 S.Ct..at Pensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C.
1 t:i n. 7. In -fact, "falll that is necessary §§ 9601-9675]." Petitioners' Br. at 12.
Ls to show that the procedurhal step was EPA maintains that NEI has .failed' to
vonnected tothe substantiveresult." Sug- demonstrate standinglbecause NEI has

: ar Cane.Grouers :Coop. of Fla. v. Vene- only stated that its menmbers may'be)'po-
Man, 289 F.3d 89, '94-95 (D.C.Cir.2002); tentially" subject to the MCLsi, hich does
wee also.Fl. Ai bo.94: F.d.at.,669. not meet the requiremerit that inj'ury.in-
IndeedJ reviewing the-standing question, fact: be con'ciete' and particulariigd. Re-
the court must be careful not to decide the spondenit'i Br.:at 27.
ilucstions on the merits for or against the .

' I~intiff, and must therefore assume that . With its reply brief, NEI submitted an
on the merits the plaintiffs would be suc g that EPA wi impose

cmisful in their* claims.. Wa~f v. Se O.ERCLA requirements (including the
cel~'"incaims. Warth v.SeldnS

I2 U.S. 490, 502, 95. S.Ct. 2197, 2207, 45 WA MCLs) at those .[NEI member]
'1.E d.2d 343 (1975); 'Am Fedsn of G~n'tsites where 'groundwater is a current or

-'[,Ed~ 343(195);'Am ed' pfGov't
*Entployeei v. Pierc4 '697 F.2d 3; - potenti driking water s0urce" Peti
.(D.C.Cir.1982). Conslquently, because we tioners' Reply Br. Tab A at,2. NEI fur.

, assume that Waukesha is correct when it ther avers in the affidavit thatdecomis
contends that the SDWA does not prohiit :sionedlnuclear industry sites have residual
the Secretary.fr6if raising the relevant radioactive material that "typically consists
Standards based dnwa cost-benefit analysis of a. mixture of. different radionuclides"
there is some connection between the pro that will be covered by the beta/photon
cedua right (the cost-benefit' analysis MOL. I-d at 4. The, affidavit concludes
and the substantive decision (the decision that '"application by EPA of the .2000

,nttrelax the drinking water standards). SDWA. beta/photon M;C.L wi in some
Wuse EPA's redressability argument fails. cases result in increases to NEI members'-redessbilthVagu ity ofag.
Having concided t to regulatory compliance costs.' Id.-

Waukesha has standing to challenge the To the extenttliat the demonstratidn of
Thdiuui regulations. it is unnecessary for standing requires substaitial sp'cificity

; ,the court to'Valhuate standingsfor Bnice and particularity on the part-f 'plaintiffs
., th n ,. - . , . . .' i. .

* .dards than otherwise might have b~een imp I posed. ,. .... :. .. . 1.-
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seeking to establish injury-in-fact, see, ag.,
Am. Petroleum Inst., 216 F3d at 63-68, it
is arguable that NEI's initial affidavit falls
short. "Bare allegations are insufficient
... to establish a petitioner's standing to
seek judicial review, of. adnuinistrative ac-
tion." Sierra Club, 292 F.3d at 898. Fur-
ther, plaintiffs must show a 'substantial
probability" that the agency action will
cause the alleged inWury-in4act, Am. Petro-
leium Inst., 216 F.3d at 63-68, and plain-
tiffs must also show that 'local conditions

I will be adversely affected," Sierra Club,
292 F.3d at 898. At no point in its initial
affidavit does NEI state that any particu-
lar site. owned by any of its members had
radionuclides that might be covered by the
rule, nor does it ever state that a particu-
lar site would be dedommissioned and
therefore become subject to GERCLA.
Further, NEI's claims as to future cover-.
age by CERCLA are hedged with qualifi-
ers such as "typically" and . "in some
cases." Petitioners' Reply Br. Tab A at 4;
NEI never states that there 'is a substan-
tial probability that EPA would require a
particular site to be cleaned-up tb the
SDWA M.C.L. standards for beta/photon
emitters.

A supplemental affidavit provided after
oral argument,. however,, reveals that at
least one of NEI's members owns a nucle-
ar power plant that has begun the process
of decommissioning, and that plant .also

! has identified at least one beta/photon
emitter that is' present at levels higher

*than the M.C.L. at issue. At oral argu-
ment, EPA conceded that its current regu-
lations and enforcement policy would re-
sult in the application of the beta/photon
*emitter M.C.L. to decommissioned nuclear
power plants. As a result, that particular
plant faces a substantial probability of
higher site investigation and rermediation
costs under .CERCLA as a result of the
betatphoton .emitter M.C.L. at the present
-time. Whether, as EPA suggested at oral

argument, EPA chooses to change the reg.
ulations in the future so that MCLs would
no longer apply to decommissioned huclea
power plants under CERCLA, or so that
the MCLs are altered significantly, pres.
ents only a speculative possibility that doe
not eliminate the current circumstances
faced by the NEI-member plant that &
undergoing decomissioning. Thus, at least
one member of NEI has shown injury.jI.
fact caused by the 'application of tUe
beta/photon. SDWA M.C.L. to CERCOA
clean-up stahdards. See Cfhlorine Chemis-.
try Councilv. EPA 206 F.3d 1286,.1289
90 (D.C.Cb9.2000); And, as noted, NEI
has shown that its injury could be re
dressed either through a new cost-benefit
analysis, or overturning of the regulatiorts
on their. merits.

The remaining associational require.
ments 'are easily fulfilled by NEI: NEI;
seeks injunctive Mlief, which does not
quire the participation of particular in&-
viduals, Hunt v. Wash. State Apple Advre
Comin'7 432 U.S. 333, 344, 97 S.Ct. 2434,
244142, .53 L.Ed2d 383 (1977),.and the
goals of the lawsuit are germane to NErM

* overall purpose of advancing the interests"
of the nuclear power industry, Nat'l Lie..
Ass'n v. EPA, 233 F.3d .625, 636-37
(D.C.Cir.2000). Because NEI has stan~.
ing -to challenge the betalphoton emitte
provisions, it is unnecessary for the court
to address the standing of any other partl
with respect to the beta/photon emitti',
provisions. .

C.

(7] NMA challenges both the urani1ii
and radium-226 and -228 regulatioAS
NMA's initial showing of its standing
set forth in a conclusory statement in'
administrative record that it may
harmed by the proposed regulations:
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The proposed [regulations] for radionu- 'pursue the challenge to the uranium stan-
,lides (specifically uranium and radium- daids.
tad and -228) may impact NMA member
companies to the extent they provide

. mater supply services to communities..
*L .ociated with mining and mineral pro t8] RSH, much like NEI and'NMA,
ecsing facilities; In addition, NMA did not make an initial showing that it has
member companies also may be impact- standing. Rather' it relied on its com-
ed by the application of [the regulations] ments in the administrative record that do
W iirnits on groundwater at mining.and .not establish that any of RSH's members
mineral processing facilities under other have suffered any type of injury from the
"contamination" regulatory programs. proposed regulations. While stating. in its

Letter from Natl Mining.Ass'n to. EPA brief that "its members would be.injured
(Jine 20, 2000).. The statement does not based on the likelihood of increased drink-

itlentiry any.N A members, that or . ing water costs resulting from this regula.
qjlexrate particular water supply services tion," Petitioners' Reply Br. at 5, RSH,
that would be affected by the prop'"ed unlike NEI and NMA has privided no
rule or that owni particular sites that might affidavit that established with specificity.
be covered by other -tcontainatiod regu- *and concreteness any particular member
tatory programs," and states onilythat the-. of RSH-that is like'y to suffer increased
proposed regulations may impact, its drinking watercosts. ThusRSHdoes lot

. members. S~ee.Siera Club, 292 F.3d at have standing to challenge, the proposed
900. NMA's supplemental iffidavits filed: regulations.
after oral argument cure any deficiency,

I however, by identifying an NMA member 'To the extent that RSH seeks to chal-
that operates a community -water system . lenge EPA's responses to comments at-
Stibujcct .to regulation under the :SDWA, tacking EPA's reliance on the linear' n6n-
and by averring that there is a substantial threshold model, we note that the City of
probability that this water. system will Waukesha and NMA also raise this chWl-
have uranium levels 'above the M.C.L. pro- lenge. Because the linear non-threshold
vided for'by EPsA's new. regulations, re- -model is relevant to- the setting bf the
xulting- in significant monitoring, compli- MCLG and M.C.L. for all of the contami-

`2nce, and disposal, costs for that member. nants, the City of Waukesha and NMA
This is sufficient to demonstrate injury-in- have standing to raise this claim.
fact and. causation on the part of.NMA.
The injunctive relief, sought by NMA M., THE APPLICABILITY OF TfEE
would redress these harms.

* [leause.NMA lik NEIPhas hownthat COST-BENEFIT -REQUIRE-LtecauseNMA,. like NEI;.has showthat MENTS TO THE RADIUM. 'AND
at least one of its members has standing to B MON;
oue, because NMA seeks injunctive relief

uch that. the" participatin: of individual [9] Petitioneri attack EPA's final radi-
"iletbers in the litigation 1as.not required, urn afid befWphoton MCLs on the ground

and because the purpose of the litigation is that .§ 1412(b)(3C)(i) of the SDWAi 42
. ated to NMki overall goals of prornot- U.S.C! § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i), allegedly re-
Ing Je inte~res~ts. of-he mining industry, quired EPA to conduct a cost-benefit anal-
We conclude that NMA has.standing to ysis for each MCL, which EPA failed to
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do.' EPA responds that no cost-benefit
analysis was required for these MCLs be-
cause the SDWA exempts pre-1986 MCLs
from its cost-benefit requirements, and the
agency left the pre-existing MCLs for ra-
diuin and betalphoton emitters unchanged.
Unless 'Congress has directly. spoken to
the precise question at issue," we must
uphold the agency's interpretation of the
SDWA as long as it is "based on a pernus-
sible construction of the statute." Chev-
roniU.SA Inc- v.-Yatural.Res. Def Coun-
cil, 467 U.S. 837, 842-43, 104 S.Ct. 2778,

. 2781-82, 81 L.Ed.2d 694 (1984).

In 1996, Congress amended § .1412 of
*the SDWk See Safe'Drinking Water Act
Amendments of 1996, Pub.L. No. 104-182,
110 Stat. 1613. As amended,
.§ 1412(b)(3)(C)(i) provides that, `[w]len.
proposing any national primary drinking
water regulation that:includes a maidmuiri
contaminant level," EPA must publish and
seek public corment on an analysis of the
health rink reduction benefits and costs
associated with the proposed MCL. 42
U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i). EPA is to use

6. 'Section 1412(bX3)(C)(i) provides; in rele-
vant part:

When proposing any national primary
drinking water regulation that includes a
maximum contaminant level, the Adminis-
trator shall, with respect to a maximum

I contaminant level that is being considered
in accordance 'with paragraph (4) and each
alternative maximum contaminant level'
that is being. considered pursuant to para-
-graph () or (6)(A), publish. seek public
comment on, ahd use for the purposes of
parigraphs (4), (5). and (6) an.analysis of
each of the following:

(1) Quantifiable and . nonquantifiable
health risk reduction-benefits for which

*there is a factual basis in the rulemaking
record t6 conclude that such benefits are
likely to occur as the result of treatment
to comply with each level.

* (11) Quantifiable and nonquantifiable
health risk reduction benefits for which
there is a factual basis in the rulemaking
record to conclude that such benefits are

PORTER, 3d SERIES

that analysis "for the purposes of para.
graph[] (4)," subparagraph (C) of wht-
states: i

At the time the Administrator propose'
a national primary drinking water rm;
lation under this paragraph, the Admir.
istiator shall publish a determination as
to whether the benefits of the maximuz
contaminant level justify, or do not justl.y
fy,.the costs based on the analysis coo.;
ducted under paragraph (3)(C).

Id. § 300g-1(b)(4)(C). However, amended
1412(a)(1) also includes a grandfather

clause: o

Effective on June 19, 1986, each nationu
interim or revised primary drinkdng vag

;ter -regulation promulgated under tfii.
section before June 19, 1986, shall be'
deemed to be a national primary drink.
ing water regulation under subsection
(b) of this section. No such regulat"io
shall be required to comply with i
standards set forth in subsection )(b)W
-of this section unless such regulationtis¶
amended'to establish a different Dmci..

likely to' occur from reductions in co:,
occurring contaminants ihat may be '
tributed solely to cotiipliance with the
maximum contaminant level, excuding'
benefits resulting from compliance wllhi

* other proposed or promulgated rulzj
* tions. ...

(111) Quantifiable and nonquandfiabk
. costs for which there is a factual basis i

the rulemaking record to conclude tlin
* such costs are likely to occur solely asS.
result of compliance with the maxim>I',.
contaminant level, including monitotii&
treatment, and other costs and excludiu,
costs resulting from compliance with 0d6
er proposed' or promulgated regY

* tions....
42 U.S.C. § 300gIl(b)(3)(C)(i)(4)-<lI). *

7. 'All parties agree that Chevron governs
review.of EPA's.interpretation of the Stat'
see Petitioners' Br. at 13; Respondent's 13
34, an interpretation that was developed
the NODA, see 65 Fed.Reg. at 21,579, an i
the notice of the final rule, see id at 76,73
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,,,i,,,, contaminant letel after June 19,

. I9SG.' .

14L § 3O0g-1(a)(1) (e mphasis added)..

FPA argues that § 1412(a)(1) exempts
' the~ .dium and. beWphoton MOLs from

the Lvst-beleft determination required by
4 .ljl2(b)(4)(C): because they.do not-estab-

IjS.J (lifferent- contaminant. -levels. from
. tha' first promulgated in 1976. EPA fur-
tlier reasons that because the pburpose of
the cost-benefit analysis required' by.
. i.112(b)(3)(C)(i) is *to inform thencost-

cinclit determination required-. by
6.(b)(4)(C), and because..that' determina-

* gion Is not required for the preexisting
ilcus, no.cbst-benefit analysis was.re-

1tirimd for those MCLs. 'In Part III.A we.
(cnsider petitioners' attack on 'EPA's vie*

that .cost-benefit:.analyses are not required
when 'the agency decides to.retain pre-
e xisting MCLs. In Part III.B we consider.
'ltitioners" claim that EPA did not in fact
retain the pre-existing'MCLs for radium
and betaphoton radionuclides, but instead
ivsued new standards...v

A.-

t1o0 Petitioners raise 'three challenges
toi EPA's ielw that 'cost-benefit analyses
arc not required when it retains pre-1986
MlC'Js..

subsection (b)(4) of this section," 42 U.S.C.
§ 00g-1(a)(1) (emphasis idded), is not a
reference to § (b)(4XC)'s cost-benefit de-

.termination requirement because that re-'
quirement is not a "standard." Rather,
petitioners. contend that 'the .only "stan-
dards" .in.§ (b)(4) are those in § (b)(4)(A)
arid. (B), which apply to."maximum con-

* taminant level goals" and "maxidium con-
taminant levels," respectively. Id. I 300g-
.l(b)(4)(A), 8 (B). EPA, 'however, correctly
counters that the term 'standards" is amn-
biguous; . indeed, the term- serves as. the.
title for all of § 1412(b), and iWgoals.anid
standards' is.the titlelfor all of' (bQ4).
There -is nothing unreasonable about the
agency's view that whether the benefits of
an M.C.L. justify its costs qualifies as a
* standard" by which the M.C.L. may be
measured.

Second, petitioners contend that even if
the grandfather clause do'es apply to the
cost-benefit deterinination requirement of.
§ 1412(b)(4); it does not expressly apply to
the cost-benefit analysis requirement of
§ :(b)(3)(C)(i).. Although.the observation is
correct, the agency is justified in describ-
ing thifsas' an instance where "the statute
is silent ... with respect to the specific

* issue," and hence where judicial deference
to the-agency's interpretation is warrant-
ed. 'Chei'ron.467.U.S. at 842, 104 S.Ct. at
2781. Because the statute.provides.that
the § (b)(3)(C)(i) analysis. is to be "used for
the purposes of paragraph[] (4),"* 42
U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i),' it is reason-

regulation for a contaminant for which a
maximum contaminanit level goal is estab-
lished under this subsection shall specify a
maximum contaminant' level for such con-
taminant which is as close to the maximum
contaminant level goal as is feasible: :

42 U.S.C. § 300g-l(bX4)(A), (B);

9. In full, this sentence of § 1412(b)(3XCXi)
states that the cost-beniefit analysis is-to be
used "for the purposes of paragraphs (4), (5).
and (6)." *42 US.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i); see

First, petitioners contend that the decla-
ration of § 1412(a)(1)'s grandfather clause,
ha pre-existing MCLs are not required

to comply with the standards set forth in

* -. These subsections provide. in'refevant partt

(A) Maximum contaminant level goals
Each maximum contaminant level goal

established" under this subsection shall be
set at the level at which'no'known or antici-
Pated adverse effects on the health of per-
sons occii. aid 'ihich allows an adequate
marginiof safety.
(B) Maximumn .contamliant levels'

Except as provided in paragraphs (5) and
(6). each national primary drinking water'

I ,
i
Ii
I
I
I
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able for the agency to regard such an EPA bolsters its position on all of these
analysis as:unnecessary in situations .in points by reference to another statutory

'which a § (b)(4) determination will not be provision, .§ ,1412(b)(9), which it aptly re.'
made. fers to as the-SDWA's "anti-backsliding

* ;.; . . . ' . . provision. That sectioni states:
Third, petitioners argue that, because.

EPA could not have known wheni it pub- ' The Administrator shall, not less often
lished its 2000 proposal to retain the than every' 6 years, review and revise, as
preexisting MCLs that it would ultimately. appropriate, each:' national. 'prinary
decide to 'keep them,. the grandfather drinking water regulation promulgated
clause of § 1412(a)(1) did not exempt the under this subchapter. Any revision of
agency -from *conducting a cost-benefit a nationl primary drtiking water reg-
analysis at that time. But since § (aXlj ulation shall be promulgated in accor-
states that "no" pre-existing regulation is dance with this sgction, except that each
required to comply with the atafidards of ' rvson shal maintain, or provide for
§ (b)(4) "unless such regulation is amend-' greater, protection of the health of per.
ed," id. § .009g-4(a)(P) (emphasis added), it -

is reasonable for. the agency t 'conclude 42 U.S.C. § 300g-l(bX9) (emphasis added).
that the cost-benefit requirement is not EPA notes that § (b)(9) bars it from revis-
triggered by a proposal to do nothing more ing an M.C.L. unless the .revision at least
than retain,: unamended,' pre-existing maintains the existing MOL's level of
MCLs.' Petitioners stress that health protection, and reasonably con-

:§ 1412(b)(3)(C)(i) states that the agency is- cludes that this means the agency may not
to produce a cost-benefit arialysis "[wihen raise an existing M.C:L. on the basis of a
proposing any" MCL. Id § 30g- cost-benefit analysis alone. That conclu-
1(b)(3)(C(i) .(ernphasis added). .But EPA sion is supported by thelegislative histo'y;
correttly notes that the rest if the sen- which states: "Section' 1412(b)(9). pre-.
tence provides that the analysis.is to be cludes the use of this new cost-b'enefit
produced only "with respect to a [MCL]. standard-setting authority as the sole basis
that is being considered in accordance -with to relax any existing maximum contami-

.paragraph (4) and each alternative [MCLI nant level" S.Rep. No. 104-169; At'35
that is being considered pursuant to Para- (1995). Accordingly, where the agency
graph (5) or (6)." Id.; see supra note'6. proposes to retain an existing MCL, and
Due to the grandfather clause, none of the where (as here) there is no evidence that
MCLs at issue. here 'were being Mconsid- raising the M.C.L. would provide equiva-
ered in accordance 'with paragraph (4)." l. ent health protection, a cost-benefit analp-
Nor were they being considered 'pursuant sis would have no consequence and the
to paragraph (5) or (6)." See supra note 9. agency is justified in concluding that Con-

supra note 6. Neither paragraph (bX5) nor
(b)(6) is appliciable .here. as both are excep-
tions to the requirements of paragraph (b)(4),
from which pre-existing MCLs are exempt by
virtue of the grandfather clause. Paragraph
(b)(5) authorizes EPA to establish an M.C.L
at a level other than the feasible level required
under paragraph (b)(4) if the "'neans used to
determine the feasible level would result in an.

increase in the health.risk from drinking wa-
ter" for specified reasons. 42 U.S.C. § 300g-
1(b)(5)(A). Paragraph (b)(6) permits the
agency to promulgate an M.C.L that is not Bs
close to the MCLG as is feasible if EPA deter-
mines that the benefits of the feasible level
would not justify the costs of compliance. id
§ 3OOg-l(bX6)(A).
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gress did not intend to require'it to under- the SDWA defines "rhaximum contaminant
Ea1-e such a futile. exercise- lever as "the maximum permissible level

For the foregoing reasons, .we conclude of a contaminant- in water which is' deliv-
that EPA's reading of the SDWA as not erdd to any user of a'public water system,"

quiriing the production of a cost-benefit id §':300f(3) (emphasis added), EPA is
,uuaysis when the agency decides to retain right to focus on the level of contaminant
pre.1986 MOLs is a reasonable statutory' set by the original M.C.L. rather than the
interpretation to which this court is obli- degree of protection that such a level was
gated to defer.' . . anticipated to provide. Since EPA'S 2000

,B.
* U'U.~F"UUMJIL WJLWJLAQ LICLUM4. 0A11rAU&UtU UA1C

*19'76 MCLs nor "establish(ed] ... differ-
Petitioners next contend that'even if the ent. maximum contaminant leveltsl,". id

.SDWA exempts EPA. from producing a § 300g-l(a)(l), the exemption of § (a)(1) is
cost-benefit analysis when it leaves in plainly applicable.

~l'ae ' pre-existing .MCLs, the~ 2000 Nor"does petitioners' argument weaken
bx-t4/phbton and radium MOL are in fact . the suppori that the anti-backslidng provi-
different from the 1976 standards and i g o EPAs'oclion that the
hence not subject to § 1412(a)(1)'s exemp-* .ion.' We d.sagree. . 2000 beta/photon' MCLs are exempt from

ti... We *sage ... - the.cost-benefit requireiments.. As we have
1111' With respect to beta/photon.emit- discussed, § 1412(b)(9) provides that any

ters, petitioners note that improved scien- revision of an M.C.L. "shall maintain, or
tific methods have led EPA to conclude provide for greater, protection :of the
that the 1976 MCLs generally ensure health of. persons." -Id § 8OOg-ib)(9).
greater health 'protection (and less. risk) Petitioners contend that this provision
than the agency had originally anticipated.' does not prohibit EPA from revising an
From'this fact, petitioners assert.that, -by. M.C.L.' upward when (as here) scientific
retaining 'the 1976 MCLs,-the agency "ef- advances show that a contaminant-poses
fectively issue[d] a different standard than less risk than previously believed, and that
the one-issued in 1976." Petitioners' Re- in those circumstances the agency; may
ply Br.'at 14. This assertion is unjustified. consider a cost-benefit' analysis in deter-
As we 'have discussed, EPA.reasonably mining whether to raise'the 'MCL. This
rnteulretso (a)o1 toe' exemnpt a pre-1986 argumnent requires inferring the following
re la 9n from the 'statut cost-benefit 'bracketed and italicized qualification to the

'L tina provision unless such regu- actual language of .§ (b)(9): "[E]ach revi-
lation ls aniended to establish a different sion shall maintain;' or provide -for greater,
maximumn containinant level after June 19,. protection of th6 health of persons [Aa
198BV 42 U.S.C. § 300g(a)(1). Because the 'agency initially.thoight it was provid-

- . . ........ . ....... '

10. Petitioners further contend that, because
EPA "repromulgated" the existing rules only
after public comment and reevaluation. those
nrules are subject to challenge as though they

were new, citing:Public Citizen v. NRC, 901
F2d .147, 150 (D.C.Cir.1990).. Because this
argument was raised for the: first time in
Petiti 6ners reply brief we decline to enter-
tain it L , C.g.,. McBride v. 'Merrell Dow &
Plhanrs.,- Inc.; 800 F.2d 1208. 1210-1l

(D.C.Cir. 1986) ('We generally will not enter-,
tam arguments omitted from an appellant's
opening brief and raised initially in his reply
brift .:' Considering an 'arguinent advanced

.foi'the. furst time in 'a riply, brief',.: is not
only unfair to an appeliee. but also entails the
risk of 'an inijr&6ident or ill-advised opinion
on the legal issues tendered." (citaiions omit-

*.ed)).
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ingj.". Id. But.there is nothing unreason-e
able about EPA's decision to decine to
read such a qualification into the section,
and instead to regard it as a straightfor-
ward instruction to maintain the level of.
protection that the initial M.C.L. actually
.provides.11

[12] With respect to the radium MCL,
petitioners argue that the 2000 radium
standard is new becatise, although it rie-'.
tains the same 5 pCi'L level as the original
MCL, it requires separate radium-228
monitoring regardless of the concentration
of radium-226. See 65.Fed.Reg. at 76,712,
76,7i9. The original regulation 'required
radium-228 m6n'itoring only if the level of
radium-226 exceeded 3 pCi/L. See 41 Fed.
Reg. at 28,404. As. discutsed above, the
agency r'easonably interprets § 1412(a)(i)
to'provide an demption'from cost-benefit

* requirements for a pre-existing regulation
unless EPA chooses.to establish'a different
maximum contaminant evel. In this
case the maximum contaminant level has
remained the same, and we agree with
EPA that the fact that the agency has
changed its monitoring technique, thereby
tightening enforcement of compliance with
the original level does not take the 2000
radium regulation out of the statutory ex-

11; In further support of their argument, peti-
. tioners cite the following statement In the

legislative histbry "If new science shows that
a -less strfinent standard would provide the

.same level softhealth protection, the M.C.L
.may be.revised.upward." S.Rep. No. 104-
169, at 33 *n. 4. But this citation adds nothing
to their case.. Just as above, to carry pefition-
ers' meaning, the phrase "that the agency
initially thought it was providing" would still
have to be inserted before the comma in the

* cited statement.

12. Given this t`nclusion, It'is unn esary for
'the court 0tocOnsider argurments relatng to

':.the specific costs had benefits that petitioners
'conte'd*EPA faile'do;to consid erith respect
to the radium tule.,

13. Petitioners also argue that EPA failed to
comply because it did not consider disposal

emption. .Accordingly, SPA was not re
quird to produce a cost-benefit analysis
'with respect to the 2000 MCLs for either
radium or beta/photon radionuclides."

rv. ' THE ADEQUACY OF THIE COST-
* BENEFIT ANALYSES PER.

*FORMED FOR: THE URANIUM
MdCL.

[13] By contrast to the 2000 radium.
*and beta/photon regulations, the uranium.
M.CL. issued in that year represented a
"new" standard, as there was no pre-exist-
iig M.C.L. for uranium. See, 65 Fed.Reg.
at 76,708. 'Section 1412(b)(3)(C)(i) ther&
fore required EPA to prepare and publish
a cost-benefit analysis, and it did so.- Peti-
'tioners contend that EPA's analysis failed
to satisfy the requirements of that section'
and the APA.

A.

Petitioners' first'argument is that EPA
failed'to comply with § (b)(3)(C)(i) because
it' did not analyze the costs and benefits
associated with compliance with the urani-
um M.C.L. in contexts other than the
SDWA.13 In particular, petitioners assert

*1~~~~~~~~

dosts ,for waste-stream residuals from the op-
eration of uranium Water-treatment systems,
or health risks that those- residuals pose. to
water-triatmrent workers and the general pub-
.lic; The record reflects that EPA did ade-

. quately consider those issues. See Office of
Ground Water anid Drinking .,Water, EPA,
Economic Analysis of the Radionuclides Na-

* tional Primary. Drinking Water Regulations 4-3
(2000) (explaining that "total treatment costs
include the capital and operations and main-
*tenance costs associated -with residuals han-'
dling and disposal"); Office of Ground Water
and Drinking Water & Office of Radiation and
Indoor Air,- EPA, PreliminaryjHeolth Risk Re-
duation and Cost Analysis 4-4 (2000) (herin;-;
after "PHRRCA') (same); see also EPA. Com-
'ment-Response Docunient 20-4 to 20-5, 20-7 to
20-21 (2000) (response to comments 200A4,
20.B;I to 20.B.22) (noting that the 'risks that
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I that EPA failed to evaluate the. costs and'
ibenefits arising from compliance with the

ICLs at hazardous waste sites governed
, CERCLA. EPA counters that the

S.IDWA does not require it to analyze such

EPA again has the better of the argu-
me1L'nt. Section (b)(3)(C)(i)(III) requires
':PA to analyze:

Quantifiable and nonquantifiable costs
for which there is a factual basis in.the
rulemaking record to conclude that'such'
costs are likely to occur solely as a
result of compliance with the maximum
contaminant level, including monitoring,
treatment; and other costs and exclud-
ing costs resulting from compliance
1with other pr6posed or pr6mulgated reg-
.ulations.

. 12 U.S.C4 § 300g-l(b)(3)(C)(i)(III) (e'mpha-
sis added).. EPA reasonably reads the
italicized words, particularly the phrase

xccluding costs resulting from compliance
with other ... regulations," as'excluding
costs associated with compliance with reg-
uiltory regimes other than' the SDWA it-
sclf. As EPA argues, the purpose of the
MCLs'is to protect the public, as much as
reasible, from the adverse health effects of
dIrinking contaminated water. See id-

1 200g-1(b)(4)(A),. (B). That purpose
would be undermined if the cost-benefit
balance were skewed by consideration of
the additional costs imposed by'other uses
'ir the MCLs, unrelated to protecting con-
sumers of drinking water.

Petitioners attack EPA's view on a num-
her of grounds.. First, they note that the
lit*id exclusion -refers only to costs result-
ing from compliance with other "regula-
lions." CERCLA, they correctly point

It, is not a- regulation but a statute-one

lwaste-treatment residuals pose to water-treat-
ment workers and the public were analyzed
in draft guidelines issued in 1994) (hereinaf-
tcr 'Commen't.Response Document"): Office

MESHA v. E.P.A
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that specifically instructs'that the clean-up
of hazardous waste sites must satisfy con-.
tamination standards promulgated under
the SDWA. See 42 U.S.C. § 9621(d)(2)(A).
But EPA, equally correctly, points out that
like most statutes, CERCLA's mandate is
implemented by regulations, which, among
other things, set forth the circumistances
under which MCLGs and MCLs of the
which compliance with them can be
waived. See 40 C.F.R. § 300.430(e), (f);
see gene'ially 40 C.F.R. .pt. 300. More-
over, as EPA further notes; CERCLA it-
self imposes no requirement that EPA
consider the costs and benefits of compli-
ance with MCLs as an element of clean-up
standards, 'and. certainly no requirement
that the agency do so as part of its obli-
gations under:a separate statute like the.
SDWA.

Second, petitioners contend that the leg-
islative history of the SDWA indicates that
.the exclusion of consideration of the costs
of compliance with other regulations ap-
plies only to those regulations that are
themselves the product of cost-benefit
analysis. This argument relies on a single
sentence from a Senate report: ."[The Ad-
ministrator is not to consider the benefits.
(or costs) that are attributable to compli-
ance with other proposed or promulgated
regulatio'n, if those benefits and costs are
considered in a determination as to wheth-
er benefits justify costs under those regu-
lations." S.Rep. No. 104-169, at 29-30.
But as EPA notes, while this passage man-
dates that the. agency may. not consider
benefits and costs under such circum-
stances, it does not state that the agency
must do so under all other circumstances.

of Ground Water and Drinking Water, EPA,
Draft Suggested Guidelines for Disposal of
Drinking Water Treatment Wlastes Containing
Radioactivity (1994).

I

I
i
i

II

Ii
i
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Since the statute itself contains no such the use of MCLs in site clean-up deci.
qualification on its exclusion of the consid- sions," was a 'factor[ I ... of 'interest to
eration of the costs and benefits of other decision-makers and will be taken into ac.
regulations, that is hardly an unreasonable -count in the final selection of the regulato..
view for the agency to take. ry options to bbe implemented."

Third, petitioners assert that even if the PHRCA at 68. But regarding some.
SDWA does exclude considerition of the thing as a factor,"of. interest" is not the
costs associated with the application Of same as regarding it as a statutory obli-
MCLs in other contexts, the Act does not gation, and nothing else in.the agency's
also exclude consideration of the benefits statements suggests that EPA has regard-
of applying MCLs under other regulatory. ed the consideration of CERCLA 'costs

' regimes. In support, petitioners point to and benefitsasmandatory.
. the benefits provision of For the foregoing reasons, we reject

M§1412(b)(3)(C)(i)CI), which, unlike the petitioners' contention that- EPA's cost-
* costs provision of § (b)(3(C)(i)(III), con- benefit analysis failed to analyze costs and

Stains no exclusion relating to compliance benefits as required by § 1412(b)(3)(C)(i)..
'with other regulations. See sipra niote'6.
Without qualification, the benefits provi- .
sion requires an analysis of '"(quantiflable In conducting .the cost-benefit analysis
and nonquantifiable health 'risk reduction for the uranium regulations,' EPA' publish-

* benefits ... likely to occur, as the result of ed both an initial cost-benefit analysis,' is-
treatment to comply with each level." 42 sued before the NODA, and a final cost-
U.S.C. § 300g-l(b)(3)(C)(i)(1).. Butwhil6 it benefit analysis, issued about a'mionth be-
is true that: § (b)(3)(C)(i)(I) contains ho . fore th'e final regulations weire published in
exclusion, in context it is also clear that the the Federal Register: The initial cost-
section's use of the phrase "the: result of benefit analysis, for which EPA requested
treatment" refers to 'drinking water treat- comments, provided discussion of the 20,
'ment, and not. to treatment of . contami- 40, and 80 jg standards. The final cost,.
*nants for.other purposes. See id. § 300g- benefit analysis 'also included a discussion
1(b)(3)()(ii); id § 300g4(e)(3). More- for the 30 ig(L standard that' EPA ulti-
over, we do not understand -what petition- "mately promulgated;. that discussion was
ers hope to gain by requiring EPA to add. based in large part on an. interpolation by

'further to the benefits'- (but not' to- the'.' EPA from the analyses for the'other pro-
* costs) of .MCLs 'in conducting 'its' cost- 'posed levels.

benefit analysis; such a -calculus would. Petitioners contend that (1) EPA failed
only. increase the justification for the to comply with the SDWA's requirement.

. MCLs actually promulgated by EPA; as . that a cost-benefit analysis be prforined
compared to the higher levels favoored by for the 30 p.fL uranium standard that

.te0 , uaumsadr-ta

petitioners.

Finally, petitioners contend that EPA
has' itself "acknowledged the necessity of
evaluating, benefits and, costs of MCLs at
CERCLA sites." Petitioners' Br. at 26.
It is. true that EPA's preliminary cost-
benefit analysis stated that "the 'impact of
the regulations on other programs, such as

EPA implemented in the final rule, and (2)
EPA failed to comply with the APA with
respect to both the cost-benefit analysis
and the issuance of. the 30 jig/L rule
EPA responds.that it did not violate the
SDWA provisions or the APA because it
"provided ample opportunity for public
comment on the uranium'MCL, cqnducting9

i

I

1.Ii
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cost-benefit analysis for several possible
anium MCLs in the range of 20 to 80

cdL." Respondent's Br. at 43: Accord-
ing to EPA, its final 30 ig/L rule'was a
.logical outgrowth" of the proposed rule,

* such that the notice and opportunity to
comment -on the original three proposed
.NICLs incorporated'the final 30 p.glL rule..
I/e petitioners reply that the 'logical out-

test is inapplicable because the
plain language of the SDWA requires that
SPA "shall, with respect to .:. each alter-
native mammum contaminant level that is
being considered * ; publish, seek public
comment on, and use for the purposes of
paragraphs (4), (5), and (6) an ahalysis" of
the costs and benefits of that alternative.
4s2 U.S.C.. § 300g-1(b)(3)(C)(i). (emphasis
added); Petitioners' Reply Br. at 9-10.

[f4] The traditional APA 'logical out-
mrowth": test applies where an agency

changes its final regulation in some way
(rom the proposed regulation for which it
provided notice and requested comment,
as required under the APA. As this court
hiis recognized:

EPA' undoubtedly has 'authority to pro-
. inilgate a final rule that differs in some

particulars from its proposed rule...As
we noted in Interational'Harvester Co.
v. Ruckelshau. .478 F.2d.615, 632 n.. 51
(D.C.Cir.1973), fala contrary rule would'
lead to the absurdity that ... the agen-

* cy can learn from.the comments on its
. proposals only at the peril of starting a

new procedural round of commentary."
However, if the final- rule deviates too
sharply from the proposal, affected par-

* ties will be deprived of notice and an
Opportunity to respond to. the proposal

Courts have devised various verbal
formulas for the extent' to which. an
agency can make changes in the final
rule that were not clearly presaged .by
the notice of proposed rulemaking.' This.
court has held, both under the APA and

under Clean Air -Act § 307(d), that the'
final rule must be a "logical outgrowth"
of the piroposed rule.

SmaU Refiner Lead Phase-Doin Task
Force v. United States EnvttL Prot Agen-
cy, 705 F.2d 506;' 546-47 (D.C.Cir.1983)
(alterations in original).. Under the "logi-
'cal outgrowth" test, then; the key question'
is whether cominenters "should have antic-
ipated" that EPA' might use a 30 pwgL'
standard when it first provided .notice of
its proposals.. Id. at 549."

Contraiy to petitioners' position, the fact
'that the SDWA establishes a somewhat
'different notice-and-comment format for.
new regulations than the standard APA
procedures.does not necessarily mean that.
the logical outgrowth" test is inapplicable.'
Under other statutes that have altered the
notice-and-commnent format 'for rulemak-
ing, such as the Clean, Air Act, the court
has held that the' logical outgrowth" test
is applicable. See, e.g.,.Husqvarna AB 'v
EPA, 254 F.3d. 195, 203 (D.C.Cir.2001).'
Further, strictly applying the plain lan-
guage of.the SDWA, as petitioners advo-
cate, would lead to the absurd results that
the doctrine is intended to avoid in the
first place. Without. a logical outgrowth"
test, EPA would be prevented from issuing
a final M.C.L. of 20.1 tUgfL, even where it
had conducted a costibenefit analysis for

'20 ,ig/l and EPA had decided that a slight
shift in the M.C.L. would be advantageous.
Indeed, petitioners conceded at oral argu-
ment: that their position would have re-
quired EPA to. conduct an' entirely new
cost-benefit analysis in order 'for it to
adopt the MCLs that petitioners. them-
selves had suggested to EPA in their corm-
ments,

.Turning.then to consider whether the
*"logical outgrowth" test -was satisfied by
EPA, .we :bear in' mind that the. doctrine
must be considered in the 'context of this
specific statute, where its applicability may
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be somewhat stricter than in the generic revised rule. See Shell Oil Co. V. EPA;
APA case.' Cf Nat l Constru sAssn-v. 950 F2d 741, 752 (D.C.Cirl991) (citing
Marshid, 581 F2d 960, 970-71 & n. 27 Air Transport Ass'n of Am v. CAB, 732
(D.C.Cir.1978): As noted, in making that F.2d 219, 224 n. 11 (D.C.Cir.1984)).- On
determination .the court must consider the other :hand, there are also situations
"whether the party, ex ante, should have where prejudice.:need...not be shown by
anticipatedo the-changes rm b made in the petitioners in a notice-and-comment rule-
course. of the r*emakig Am Pub. making challenge, "where -the agency has.
Serv. Co. v. EPA, 211 F.3d .1280, 1299 entirely failed to comply with notice-and-
(D.C.Cir.2000) (quotation omitted). Thus, comment requirements;' and.-the. age'ncy
.one factor is "whether a new round of' has offered no persuasive evidence that
notice and comment would provide the possible objections to its final rules have
first opportunity for ieted parties to been given sufficient consideration." -Id..
offer comments that could, persuade the at 752. Either way, a rule requiring peti-
agency to nmodify its rule.". 1M (emphasis tioners in all "logical outgrowth" cases to
in original) (quotation omitted). At oral show what additional comments .they

. argument, petitioners conceded that there would have submitted had notice been ade-
were no additional comments or evidence quate would imrproperly merge"the analy-

* they could have proffered for the record sis on the merits of whether the final rule.
during the administrative proceeding' a is.a logical utgowth" with any applica-
to how. the costs and benefits would have ble prejudice analysis. We therefore leave
differed for an' M.C.L. at 30 pg/L as OP" open the possibility that there may be
posed to 20 sLg/L or' 40 tl'J Aside from situations where a .'petitioner who chal-
a cursory statement that iiit&polation lenges an agncy "logical outgrowth" argu-
does not constitute tlie reure bestavailales notcontiuteth required Bbest ment is unable to provide a proffer of..

amethods," '42 U.S.C. § 300g- additional comments for valid reasons, but'
1(b)(3)(A)(ii), for the cost-benefit analysis, note that in the instant case. petitioners

-petitioners have not suggested any cnti- have not offered any such reason.
cism they would have raised concerning.. -.. .

EPA's method of interpolation of the data. We nonetheless consider petitioners'
Of course, the filure of.an interested failure to suggest'.how.their comments.

.party to show how their comments would would, have been different as a factor in
have'been 'different had adequate notice. our logical outgrowth" analysis, separate
been' provided does' 'not necessarily pre- from any analysis as to whether petition-
clude'a successful claim of inadequate'no- .ers were prejudiced by any alleged proce-
tice-and-comment' or a lack of a "logical dural flaws. VWe do. this because' where
'outgrowth" connection between the 'pro- the final rule falls within the range of the

posed and final rule. The APA requires alternatives addressed in the .agency's ini-'
.petitioners to 'show' prejudice from an tial' cost-benefit analysis; such a 'failure'
agency procedural violation. 'See 5 U.S.C.. shows that for notice-and-comment pur-
§ 706. In making such a showing in'thi poses, the initial proposal and' the final
context of a violation: of notice-and-com- rule were essentially the same. Given the
ment requirements, petitioners may be're- proximity, both higher and 'lower,.of the
quired to demonstrate that,. had proper adopted M.C.L. to the' proposed MCLs,
notice been provided, they would have siub- the. fact that petitioners weie unable to'
mitted additional, different comments that present any additional and new comments
could have invalidated the rationale for the that would have been raised had they been
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.tqaie of the 30 ptg/L proposal .and the
(itct that petitioners have not identified
any comment they would have presented
regarding EPA's interpolation method, the.
Cuurt has no basis on which to conclude
*Ilat EPA failed: to. comply with. the
SDWA's cost-benefit analysis requirement
*;r violated the notice-and-comment re-
gdirements of the SDWA and the APA.

V. THE MERITS OF THE
RADIUM MCLs

(15,16] Next, Petitioners challenge the
MCLs EPA set for radium-226 and radi-
* n-.228. We review'the.rulemaking pro-
*ieding and the final rule under the APA
and "will reverse an EPA action only'if it
is 'arbitrary, capricious, an abuse: of discre-
tion,, or otherwise not in. accordance with

. hw.!"' Int' Fabricare Inst. v. U.S. EPA'
72 F.2d 384, 389 (D.C.Cir.1992) (quoting 5

U.S.C. § 706(2)(A)). Further, we ¶wlU
give an extreme degree of deference to the
agency when it 'is evaluating scientific data
vithin its technical expertise."' Huls

In., Inc v. Browner, 83 F.3d 445, 452
(D.C.Cir.1996) (quoting Int7 Fabricare
Inst., 972 F.2d at 389; citing Marsh v.
Oregon Natural Res. Counci 490. U.S.
:360, 377, 109 S.Ct. 1851, 1861, 104 L.Ed.2d
:377 (1989)). Nonetheless; our review niust
censure that the EPA has examined the
relevant data and has articulated an ade-
'late explanation for its action." Int'l Fa-
bnicare Inst., 972 F.2d at 389.

As noted above, EPA set interim MCLs
ro().each isotope at 5 pCi/L in 1976 and in
1991 proposed(a new M.C.L. of 20 pCiL
f*nr each. See 56 Fed.Reg. at 33,082. 'The

. :Igency bas6d the 1991 MCLs on the "RA-
DRlSKl" risk assessment model, with. ad-
Jlstments.to conform with data from epi-
fl'miplogical studies. See id. at 33,056,
:"3073-74. In the. 2000 Final Rule the

-agency used 'a newer risk assessment mod-
set .-out in "Federal Guidance Report

No. 13," Keith F. Eckerman et al., EPA,
Federal Guidance Report No 13:. Cancer
Risk Coefficients for Environmental Ex-
posure to Radionuclides (1999) (hereinaf-
ter U'FGR-13), see 65 Fed.Reg. at 76,735,
and, based thereon, decided to retain the
original 1976 MCLs of 5 pCi/L, see id. at
76,712, 76,748 (codified at 40 C.F.R.
§ 141.66). Petitioners contend that EPA's
decision-to retain'the lower MCLs violates
the SDWA because it is pot based on -the
`best available science," as required by the
.1996 amendments to the'SDWA which
state that:

In carrying out this section, and, to the
degree that an Agency action is based
on -science, the Administrator shall
use-i) the best available, peer-re-
viewed science and supporting studies
conducted in accordance with souind and
objective scientific practices; and: (ii)
data collected by. accepted methods or
best available methods (if the reliability

. of the method and 'the nature of the
decision justifies use of the data).

42 U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(A). We disagree.
Petitioners' primary contention is that

EPA ignored the epidemiological studies'
on which it relied in 1991. and, failed to
reconcile the results of the FGR-i3 model
with the data therefrom.' Specifically,.pe-
titioners poiit' to studies of watch dial
painters who, in the early 20th century,
.ingested. radium-226 and radium-228 when
they inserted luminescent -paint brushes
into their mouths to sharpen the tips. In.
1991 EPA modified the results of the
RADRISK assessment in response to -

concerns expressed by EPA's Science Ad-
.visory Board ("SAB"), based on epidemio-
logical evidence that 'included, the dial
painter data, that the results overstated
the risk of .leukemia and understated the
risk of bead .cancer. Petitioners contend
the agency arbitrarily ignored the dial
painter data. Contrary to petitioners'.

: I
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reveals'that the agency Fed.Reg. at 76,721; see also Comment
n the dial painter data Response Document 3-11 to 3-13 (response
I to some degree in the to comment 3.B.3). In addition, the FGR.
In other respects the 13 model identifies a number of advan-

explained its reasons tages to the alternative epidemiological
at.. . data, in particular the bomb survivor stud.:
-13 model's . coefficients ies: the 'large, relatively healthy popula.
and -bone -cancer were tion at the time of exposure," "wide range

isate for their over- and of reasonably well established doses to in.
respectively, based on dividual subjects," "large, well matched
ial painter'studies. See control group " and detailed; long-term
;ing as basis for FGR-13 epidemiological foilow-up."' FGR-13 at
biological effectiveness" 173-
document "Estimating . Without contesting -the factual bases for.
'which, in turn, explains 'EPA's preference, see Petitioners' Br. at
busted because of evi- 40 ("[Tlbese observations may be accu-
gh, citing'1991 proposed rate."), petitioners' point to disadvantages
ed.Reg. at.76,722 (citing. they see in the alternative data- the bomb
-'basis for doublifig risk studies also involve estimates, the bombing
I and bone'.cancer'conm contamination was not limited to radium-
-e part, however,. the -226 and '-228 and the contamination was
es on alternative epide- largely external exposure rather than in-
lm studies of Hiroshima gestion. Given .the . relative advantage'.
dic-bomb survivors and, EPA found in the bbmb survivor studies;
,tudies of medical expo- however, we defer. to its decision to use the
4, FGR-13 at 173; and FGR-13 model because it bears a 'rational
I reasons for doing so. relationship to the characteristics of the
s forth specific grounds. data to which it is applied." See Natl
ie dial painter studies: Wildlife Fed'n v. EPA, 286 Fd '554; 565
the quantity of radium ' (D.C.Cir.2002) ("We may reject an agen-
studies, so dose esti- cyss choice of a scientific -model 'only when
Ive" and (2)'Mthe high the model bears no rational relationship to
groups, and the small the characteristics of the data to which itis
ects in all exposure applied."j' (quoting Appalachian Po6oer
air use of the data to Co .'.V. EPA, 135 F.3d 791, 802 (D.G.Cir.
nse relationships." 65 -1998) -(citing Amn Iron & Steel Inst. v.'

challenge, petitioners also In a "comprehensive, informative. aiid under
failed its obligation under standable manner," Petitioners' Reply Br.- -at
n "the methodology used .36-37. However, 'because. RADRISK and
istencies in 'the scientific FGR-13 are consistent and because petition-
-hensive, informative, and ers never raised the issue of the analysis Ot
riner." Petitioners' Br. at leukemia and head cancer by FGR-13 in' ther
pointed out that the 1991 comments before' the agency. cf. lNorthsidq
,ns for leukemia and head' Sanitary landfill, Inc. v. Thomas, .849 F.2d
3ed- in FGR-13, Respon- .1516, 1521 (D.C.Cir.1988). there wvas no nee
0, petitioners stated that, under the statute for EPA to "reconcili" any
,as not obvious from the "inconsistencies" pursuant : to
Id therefore not presented § 1412(b)(3)(B)(v). . --.
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* EPAi.11 F.3d 979, 1005 (D.C.Cir.1997); lower dose levels to show- the risk, giving
Chemr MYrM Ass'n v. EPA, 28 F.3d 1259, the illusion of a threshold." Id.' at 76,722.
1265,(D.C.Cir.1994))); f. Am Frst & Petiti6ners also assert the radium-224
Paper Aes'n, IA. v. EPA, 294 F.3d 113, exposlre study results, from which EPA
l 1 (D.C.Cir2OO2) (applying "rational rela- inferred .tlat radium-226 and' -228 can
tionship" standard and upholding EPA's cause cancer of body parts other than the
reasoned preference- for--one methodology bone or head, are misleading because iso-
of calculating safe exposure levels over topb -224 -has different emissions from -228
alternative methodology). We also conf- and -a far shorter half-life thai either -226
dceude -:that. EPA -adequately responded to or -228. Petitioners point out that EPA.
.Comnnents critiquing its reliance on the *itself observed in the NODA that- such
,omb studies. . : different characteristics can affect human
-'Petitioners further contend that the dial health differently,. .EPA xiade the obser-
painterfdata require the use of a quadratic. vation, however, in explaining .why -224
-dose-response curve for bone cancer, that had been' and might again be considered
is, one based on "'a model which assumes less risky in degree than the other two

l that the excess risk is proportional to the isotopes, not because of any qualitalive
square of the dose, meaning that low dos- difference in effect . See 65 Fed.Reg. at
age presents no appreciable cancer risk,"' 21,585-86. Petitioners 'further .contend
Responderit's Br. at 68 n. 32. (quoting Nat'l. that there were no data showing that any
Acad. :of Scis..Coomn. on the Biological radium isotope, even radium-224, caused
Effects of Ionizing Radiation, Heath cancer in the esophagus, stomach, colon,

. 'Risks of-Radow and Other Inteky De-. lung, skin, ovary, or kidney. TPetitioners'
posited Alpha-Emitters V (1988)) (empha- Br. at 43. In the Final Rule, however,
sis' added),;.rather than the linear; .nori-. .EPA expressly states that "patients treat-

*Threshold (ALNT") model used by EPA, ed with. radiuin-224 were found to have
Uwhich' assumes that -the risk is, diiectly significant increases in-breast cancer,.soft
proportional to the dosage and that. there tissue sarcomas, liver cancer, thyroid can-
's no thre;ihold dosage below which there cer, cancers. of uinnary organs, and leu-
s hio mislay see .FGR-13.at v. Here,'again, kemia.". 65 Fed.Reg. at 76,722 (emphasis

the agezny. sufficiently justified its choice ' added). "Soft tissue . sarcomas," EPA
of model to satisfy the "rational relation-,. points out, "can' incdude any tissue in the

.'ship".standard. . ' body except cortical and trabecular bone."
First,.-while acknowledging that the dial Respondent's Br. at 72 n. 34 (citing FGR-

P.inter . data suggest a quadratic, rather 13 at GL-9)- In sum, EPA was justified in
{thain linear, dose response cutve,'EPAcon- relying on the radiuim-224 studies for its
dluded that the data are "of limited value conclusion that, '[gliven our understanding
for, the estimation of risk, because the of radium metabolism and. the' effects of
various reliability problems noted above alpha irradiation, if is expected that in-
(radium 'dosimey, the high mortality in gestion of any of the radiumr isotopes will
Some groups, and the small numbers .of increase the risks for various types of can-
J~biects in all exposure groups") Would cer other than bone." 65 Fed.Reg. at
ipair use of the data -to develop dose 76,722.

N rPoLse relatonships." 65 Fed.Reg. at. As additional justification for its model
i 6,721. In particular, EPA concluded that choice, EPA noted -that the LNT -model! ere just are not enough subjects at derives support from the linear dose-re-
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sponse relationships -observed for most
types of cancers in the intermediate- to
high-dose'range for, atomic bomb surviv-
ors, and. from results, of molecular and
cellular studies." 65 Fed.Reg. at 76,721.
The latter studies, EPA explained, "have
shown that a single ira~diation track tra-
versing a cell nucleus can cause unrepaired
or misrepaireil DNA lesions and chi-omo-
tomal aberrations" and 'that DNA lesions
and chromosomal aberrations can lead to
cancer." Id.- From these data, EPA'in-
ferred, logliclly enough; "that the* proba-
,bility of DNA damage and caiiogenesis
is linearly proiotional to'the dose." Id.
EPA further noted that its use of the LNT.
model for radionuclides "is'entirely consis-
'tent with all past.and current observations
and'recofim`enditions":of a number of na-
tional and' international science organiza-
tions2 2'aid. that !the U.S. Department of
*Energy, 'the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, and other Federal and State
agencies with regulatory authority over ra-
dioactive materials also apply the LNT.

-model. as the basis for setting regulations
and, guidelines for -radiation protection."
Id.;. see also FGR-13 at v ([Sleveral re-
cent expert panels ( (United Nations Scien-'
tific .Comnmittee on the Effects of Atomic
Radiation 1993;.,1994; National Radiation
Protecti6n Board 1993; and the National
Council on Radiation Protection and Mea-,
surements 1997]).have concluded that.the,

.20. The agency identified in particular the In-
ternational Comimission on Radiological Pro-
tection, the National Council on Radiation
Protection and Measurements, the. National
Academy of Sciences.Committee on the Bio-
logical Effects of Ionizing Radiation, the Unit-
ed Nations Scientific Comrnittee on the Effect
of Atoriiic Radiation, and the National Radii-
tion Protection *Board.' 65 Fed.Reg. at 76,-

* 2 *s. .. "

l1. EPA also stated.

[ To address [thillimitations and the uicer-
*tainties associated ivith this model and im-
prove its. radiatiortrisk assessments. EPA is

LNT model is sufficiently consistent with
current information on carcinogenic effects
of radiation that its use is scientifically
justifiable for purposes of estimating risks
from. low doses of radiation. As a practical
matter, the LNT approach is universally
used for assessing the risk from environ-
mental exposure to radionuclides as well as
other carcnogens..") 21,

* Finally, petitioners contend EPA-did not
demonstrate that the FGR-13 model rep-.
r'esents the "best available, peer-reviewed.
'science," as required, by, § 1412(b)(3)(A)

. ("In carrying 'out this section,.and, :to the
degree that an Agency action is based on..
science,. the Administrator shall use-(i)
the 'best. available, peer-reviewed: science
and supporting studies cotiducted in accor-
dance with sound annd objective scientific
'practices...."). As set out above, howev-
er, EPA. adequately explained, based on
scientific data, why it prefers the FGR-13
model and the epidemiological data it. used
over the dial painter studies and the ap.-
proaches. based thereon that petitioners
endorse. Further,. as EPA notes,. the
SAB, whose--imprimatur petitioners pargc,-
ularly esteem, reviewed and approved 'the
.FGR-13 methodology as it was employed
in a 1994 EPA document "Estimating R~!
'diogenic. Cancer Risks,",and also reviewed
and commented on the interim version re-'
ported -in 1998, see FGR-13 at vi!! .The

actively supporting national and interna-
tional studies of radiation dosimnetry 'an'd
dose reconstruction, radionuclide biokirxet-

. ics, quantitative techniques.for uncertaisn!
analyses, and long-terni follow-up epideuil-
ological studies of populations exposea .
chronically to low-dose radiation.-'Thbe:
Agency also continues to review its polcies
and positions as new reports and data ari ;
published so that the best science is .a
plied.': ,$ "

65 Fed.Reg: at 76,721. E '' .'

22. Petitioners also contend in theirreplybrief.-
that EPA violated § 1412(b)(3)(B) by failing to

.-specify "an upper bound, lower bound, and
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substantial scientific' support on -which EPA's cost-benefit decision, which deter-
EPArelies for selecting the FGR-13 model mined the final level for the MCL, was
(and in 'particular its LNT approach) dis- substantively flawed.
tinguishes this case from ChonChins- eine te v .. -d, EPA.. In~~~.settij "the u'ramnum'standar~d, EPA
£,g,'J5Council ',,. EPA,' 206 ':F.3d 1 first set the MCLG for utr ium'based on

I(D.CCi-.i2000); in whichAthe' court found . . . *
iw ich'the cout found the risks of carcinogenicitj. 65 Fed.Reg.

.EPA'suse of.'a default assumption.of lin- at 76,712. EPA reasonedthat b use
earity and zero MCLG violated the SDWA .at ,1.a i reasonud tht eause
because it "openly'overrode'the 'best avail-;. . * s

, . . ._ .. ., , ~~radjonuc~Hdes emit ionizing "radiation that
able. scientific evidence, which suggested s e ican cause cancer, there was no threshold
that chloroform is a threshold carcino- l

. ~~ n W * * an , . , level of safety for uraniumn. *dE EPA
gen"-a concession EPA had made ats oral* ... then concluded that the lowest feasible
argunent.in that case.. See 206 F.3d at- e f .t s

1290,1291. . ~~~~~ievel 'for controlling the risks of cancer
.1290, 1291.. from natural uranium in drinking water

* I. THE MERITS OF THE was 20 jsgfL. Id Next, EPA addressed
URANIUM mCLs the effects of uranium on the human kid-

Petitione.s 'lso .ha~llen~e EPA's .~* ney, deciding that the'best available sci-.
. etiioners also challenge EPA~s de'ter-.*

din on of both the MCLG at 0 egal and ence showed that uranium did have toxic
the .L at 30 Fg/L for uranium .on the . effects on the human kidney, and that the
m Dentof the science used by EPA. They- level of raum in drinking water that
makenthree challenges to the MCLG and could be expected to. protect human healthimake'iliree chaflenges. to the MCLG and*__ /L 7673EP ade
asseit thtatEPA's reliance on an improper ws2 gL da 673 P de
aisert taited EPAs reliance on an ietrzin , that 30 psgfL would be expected to protect,

MCLG'aihtd ii5 MO.L deteminaionagainst the effects of kidlney toxicity, id.. at
as 'did -EPA's reliance on kidney toxicity*

76,71-4 bu ta ayhigb her e idb
data. 'Regarding the MCLG, petitioners 3-14, but that any g level might

that (1) "the best available, peer- result in serious adverse effects on humancontend tht()"h e~ vial.pe-kidneys, i. -at 76,714. .Finally, EPA relied
reviewed' science;" 42' U.S.C. .§ 300g-
. 1(b)(3XA)(i), noes not support a 0 .g/L on its cost-benefit analysis to conclude that
MCLG:'because the 'LNT model used by' 30 wg1L essentially the same helth
EPA is~not supported by thescience; '(2) benefits could. be achieved at much lower
under:EPA's classification system for' car- cost compared to the 20' pg/L leveL Id
cinogens, a 0 pglL MCLG is inappropriate; EPA therefore :set the.uranium.M.C.L. at
and (3) EPA ignored a report by the Agen- 30 ±'L.
CY for Toxic.Substances and Disease Reg- EPA relied on the LNT model in setting
istry (ATSDR'S) on the. toxicity of urani- the MCLG for uranium at zero. '65 Fed.
'lul. Finally, 'petitioners also argue that Reg. at 76,712. According to. petitioners,

central risk 'estimate" or to identify "the tioners' Br. at 33-34, 49, and first raised
range of alternative risk estimates produced comprehensibly only. In the reply brief, it is
by other-methods that use the dial painter waived. See Tribune Co. v. FCC, 133 F.3d 61.
studies,, Petitioners' Reply Br. at 37, and 69 n: 8 (D.C.Cir.1998) (noting "our require-

Ignored the congressional directive "to in- ment that a parties' [sic] arguments be suffi-
for m the public of 'alternative risk estimates ciently developed, lest waived'); Steel Joist

that put the regulation in broader public Inst. V. OSHA, 287 F.3d 1165, 1166 (D.C.Cir.
health context,"' id. (quoting S.Rep. No. 104. . 2002) (argument presented for first time in
169. at 29). -Because this argument was reply brief held waived) (citing .Benk.eiman

*'raised in- the opening brief only summarily, Tdephone Co. v. FCC, 220 F.3d 601, 607 n. 10
-Without explanation or reasoning, see Peti: (D.C.Cir.2000)).

I'I
!-
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uthere is no evidence in the record to
support linearityand no evidence which
detracts from the weight.of the scientific

.' evidence-that supports the application of a
non-linear modeL" Petitioners' Br. at 52.
There was evidence in the record, prixari-
ly provided by RSH, that radionuclides in
general only cause harm above a certain
threshold level.' There. were. also specific
critiques of the linearity model as applied
to uranium. However, the bomb studies in
the record provide ample'support for the
linearity rntdel;,see 65 Fed.Reg. .at 76,721,

:and there is also' evidence in:the record
that uranium may be a carcinogen without
a threshold level of safety. EPA noted
tihat there is' clear eviden'ce that uranium

* (as with all radionuclides-in general) emits
ionizing radiation," that ionizing. radiation.
causes 'gehetic:defects,- aiid thai genetic
defects may. lead .to cancer. See 65 Fed.
Reg. at 21,587, 21;600; 65 Fed.Reg. at
76,721.' Although this evidenc6 is based on
enriched uranium, that does not exclude

.-the possibility that natural uranium may
have the same nipact. EPA noted that.
'the impacts'-of 'nabra.uranium may be.

. difficult to detect because of the small
doses of radiation involved and the com-
paratively small changes in cancer risk

.. that'would-result; moreover, the pathway
for causation would be the same for both
enriched and natural uranium.

The resolution of this contradictory data
lies well within EPA's expertise. . Chlorine
Chemistry Council on which petitioners

. rely, is. not to the contrary. In that case,
'the court concluded that EPA's reliance on
'the LNT'model was inappropriate because
EPA itself concluded that the chemical in
question (chloroform) only caused harm
above a threshold leveL. 206 F.3d at 1288.
EPA failed to change the MCLG from zero
because it wanted to wait for an additional
report from 'SAB. Id. The'"court held
that EPA's decision-was arbitrary and ca-
pricious inasmuch as EPA had already

concluded that -the best. science showed
that there -was a threshold effect, and EPA
could always justify delay by stating that it
wanted to wait for' additional' evidence to'
come in. Id.at-1290-91. .JIn the instant
case, by contrast, EPA niaintains'that the
best. available evidence still shows that
uranium is a non-threshold carcinogen.
Given the contradictory evidence in the
record, there is no basis for the court-to
override EPA's decision for this is not a
situation where 'there is.simply no ratiorn-

*al relationship between the' model chosek'
and the situation to -which it is applied
Am. Iron & Steel -Inst v. EPA, 115 F.3d
979, 1004 (D.C.Cir.1997).(quotation omit-
ted). ''

Petiti6ners' next contention is that -EPA
did not followk its own -procedures fpr .cas-;-
sifying carcinogens -when it set the MCLG

. for uranium at zero. According to 'pet-
tioners, EPA classifies substances as hav-
ing an M.CL. of zero when the substance
falls into one of three groups:

Group A, human carcinogens based on'
strong evidence -of carcinogenicity from
drinking water ingestion or sufficient ev-

* idence from epidemiological studies; -.
Group B-i, probable human carxiogin j

..-based on at least limited evidence of X

* xcnogenicity based on epidemiological J
studies in humans;. Group B-2, probable]
human carcinogen based onw sufficient-
evidence in animals-and-inadequite evi-
dence or no data from epiddmiological 4
studies in humans. .

Petitioners' Br. at 53.. EPA does not con- i
test petitioners' characterization of its clas-

* sification process; but denies that it misaqp 1
plied it in this case. ' ' :

. Apparently EPA classifies all radionu-
clides as Group A carcinogens based on
the fact'that they' emit ionizing' radatio
that. can 'cause cancer. 65 Fed.Reg -at

76,721. Again, this -is a reasonable conclu'
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lion by EPA based on the evidence in the ingested. See Int'l. Fabricare Inst; .972
record. EPA is not relying on data from .F2d at 395. However, the statements

natural uranium, any effect of which EPA made in the 1991 proposed -rule do not
has concluded might .be very difficult to indicate that EPA significantly relied.upon
detect through epidemiological or laborato- the inhalation data. 56 Fed.Reg. at 33,076.
rv studies, but instead is relying on an Petitioners further maintain that EPA
,trapolation from other radionuclides and should be'forced to treat radionuclides in
the laboratory and epidemiological datasas- the same manner that it treated asbestos,
sociated with those. compounds; See 65 where EPA concluded that. despite asbes-
Fed.Reg. at 76,721; see also 56 Fed.Reg. tos' status as a Group A or B chemical; it

' at 33,071-72. Although studies to date 'would not automatically be treated as a
may not have detected any impacts of nat- non-threshold carcinogen because. the
Ural uranium -on cancer rates when it is agency believed that the "additional evi-

ngested in drinking water . in. humans, dence indicates that the overall evidence.of
SPA could reasonably conclude that based carcinogenicity via ingestion is limited or

lon the known* carcinogenic potential of inadequate."' National Primary. Drinking
similar substances, natural uranium should Water Regulations; Final Rule; 56 Fed.
also be considered a Group A carcinogen. Reg.'3,526,:3,534 (Jan. 30, 1991).. Howev-

petitioners make much bf statements.by .er,'as EPA'points out., asbestos.is a comn-
EPA infits proposed rule. i 1991 on a pletely different chemical.-from natural

:uraniunm'MCLG, where EPA nited that' uranium. Given.the evidence' for similar
"[s]tudies using -natural uranium, do: not radionuclides, EPA could reasonably con-

provide direct evidence of carcinogenic'po-e dude that the. minimal direct evidence for

tential"*in animals and that ¶ejxistifig hu'. natural uranium's .carcinogenicity should

man epidemiology data are inadequate to. be' treated-differently from the .slightly

assess. the. carcinogenicity of uranium in- more substantial direct evidence for asbes-
gested' in drying Water." 56'Fed.Reg. at tos. . . . ..

33,076.'. However, EPA continued to 'ex- 'Finaly, petitioners' contend that EPA
plan in.those statements that there were igiiored a:" eport 'by the ATSDR on the

limitations to the studies that had found no risks of natural. uraniuim.' The ATSDR
cffect,' that'. other; radionuclides were repoit'concluded that:,'
known to be harmful, that the pathwaysby . evidence' linking oral exposure to

whichb those radionuclides caused harm uiun'to human caiicer has been

vould'be the same as for natural uranium, found. Although natural, depleted, or

and that.therefore 'the 'agency would con- enriched uranium and uranium con-

up cari enatural urnium as pounds have not been evaluited in rot
dent cancer bioassays by any route by

Petitioners' also mainitnin that EPA im-' the' [National 'Toxicology: 'Program];
properly -aied- on'. da tt: uranium" there is potential for'the 'carciiiogenicity

causes cancer.byj'iha1Ation.in 'concluding. of uranium, since it errts primarily al-
that it should be" a Group A 'carcinogen,' ph ''adiatio& Nevertheless,' no :evi-

"and state that this "is afatal flaw." Peti-. 'dente has been: f6und to associate-hu-
tioners' Br. at 55.: It is true that EPA has *man exposure toh..uramni compounds

generallt declinedto rely' on 'inhalation .and. car inogenicity..'. The- -National

data when nmaking.decisions about the car- -Academy of Sciences has '.determined
clfnogenic properties of a substance when 'that bone sarcoma is the most likely
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cancer from oral exposure to uranium;
however, their report noted that this
c•ancer has not been observed in exposed
humans and concluded that exposure to
natural uranium may have no measura-
ble effect.

Similarly, the results of several oral
studies with uranium in several species
were negative for evidence of cancer
induction.

ATSDR, U.S. Dep't of Health-and Human
. Servs., Toxicologicra Profile for Uranium
.137-38 (1999) (citations omitted). In re-
plying to commenters who relied on the
ATSDR report, EPA stated that
ATOI)R's. statement does not preclude

huian carcinogenesis." Comment-Re-
sponse.Document (response to comment
9.A.4). This appears to be a correct read-
ing of.the ATSDR report, and, again, EPA
is generally entitled to. rely on evidence
from other radionuclides and the potential
for cancer from natural uranium's emission
of ionizing- radiation in the face of the
uncertainty . inherent in any scientific
study's failure to identify a significant ef-
fect. Nor does EPA's failure to mention

. the ATSDR in its NODA.or its technical
documents that accompanied the NODA
mean, as petitioners maintain, that EPA
did not rely on the 'best available science."
The ATSDR report. is not prumary xe-
search based on ATSDR's own studies;
instead, it is a summary and review of the
literature that has been published, the
same. type. of. undertaking that EPA's
NODA and- technical documents per-.
formed. We fail to see how EPA's failure
to mention. the ATSDR 'report. in these
documents is fatal to its analysis.. Fur-
thier, EPA's response to, the comments
mentioning the. ATSDR report is adequate.

Petitioners in a footnote of their reply
brief also state, "While EPA: argues that
FGR-13 represents EPA's 'most sophisti-
cated science,'. EPA did not utilize FGR413

to develop the uranium standard. EPA
neither disputes nor discusses this point in
its brief." Petitioners' Reply Br. at 33 nz.
150 (citation omitted). Petitioners do not
state what legal flaw results from EPA's

* failure to use FGR-13, although the impli.
* cation is that EPA did not meet the "best

available science" standard of the SDWA.
However, petitioners' only references to
this argument in their opening brief were
two sentences that also referred to EPA's.
failure to discuss FGR-13 in setting the
*uranium .MCL,.without explaining.the le-
gal implication of that failure. This is the
type of "asserted but unanalyzed" conten-
tion that the court will not address. See
SEC v. Banner Fund IntV4 211 F.3d 602,.
613 (D.C.Cir.2000) (quoting Carducci V.-
Regan,: .714 F.2d 171, 177 (D.C.Cir1983))..

Because EPA's MCLG: is proper, peti-..
tioners' challenge to the' M.C.L. based on

'the MCLG' fails. To the extent petitioners.
also challenge EPA's reliance on kidney.
toxicity data, data which it relied upon in"
setting the MC.L. at 30 pg/L, the thrust
of petitioners' challenge is that EPA relied
on studies that 'showed risks so small that
EPA could not determine whether expo-
sure resulted in an adverse impact," that
.EPA admitted that human studies were
uncertain as.to the actual impacts on kid-
neys from uranium consumption, and that,
EPA's conclusions were primarily based on'
data from experiments on rats using ura-:
nyl nitrate, a compound of uranium, ratherij
than natural' uranium itself. . Petitiohers'i
Br. at 61. However, in the face of uncer-i
tain laboratory and epidemiological data, it
was reasonable for EPA to" take the risk-'
averse approach of relying on the animal1
*laboratojy data to develop a lower stand
dard. ,

(17] Regarding petitioners' challenged
toEPA'S decision to set the final MI.CL. at
30 FIgIL based on its cost-benefit analysis,;
the court's review is limited to determining
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hether EPA's analysis and final cost-ben-
efit decision is arbitrary and capricious..
42 U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(6)(D). Petitioners
.coniend that EPA "should have compared
t.he cost per cancer case' avoided":...

When EPA selected from the acceptable
.'.Uviranium levels, EPA should have corn-

.phred the cost per cancer case -avoided
-for each proposed uranium MCL. EPA

. did not do'that... Had the agency done6
so, 7it would haiv found that the incre-

'mental cost savings associated with rais-
' th stardard 'from '3 .. g/L `t 40

,SWlL ($64.1 million) v'as.even higher
ithaii the.incremental cost savings ,that
. prompted EPA to -raise' the standard .
from 20 1 to 3SOPLg/ ($45.2 tillion)
w'h}fe still achieving an-acceptable cancer,

ifr'isk: - Thus if lFPA applied the same
analysis to the cost differences between
"30 SigL and 40 ig/Lt-as it did t6 the
costk between 20 pg/L -to 30 tLg/L; it
*would have condiuded that an increase
to 40 5±g/L was appropriate.:

Petitioners' Br. at 32. The figures that
petitioners cite in their. brief are the ag-

j .gregate arn6unts of money saved by relax-
i ing.the standards;. at no point did petition-

ers discuss the increase in the number of
cancer deaths or cases that would occur if
the standards were relaxed. By definition,.
however, that increase'must'be considered
In order to compare "the cost per. cancer
,cas.avoided," as petitioners request. In
other words, petitioners contention is in-

*ternally inconsistent Furthermore, a re-
yieW of EPA's costabenefit analysis shows
that'the cost per cancer case avoided is
lower between 30 and 40 RgtL c6inpared
.to bet een 20 and 30 pg/L, 'cbntrary to
Petlboners` assertions. Most importantly,
EPA concluded that kidney risks increased
Sle, tantially above .30 .g/L, sharply in-
F' Dg the benefits foregone by raisingk Xi~~dard' above that point. 65 Fed.
}leg. at 6,713-14. EPA's decision there-

orwas not arbitrary and capricious.

E:SHA v. TEP.A. .
2 (D.C. a. 2003)
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VII. THE MERITS OF THE .
BETAiPHOTON MCLs

[18] As noted above, the1996 amend-
ments to the SDWA'state that.

In c ing out this section, and, to the
degree that an Agency action is based
on...science,.. the Administrator shall
us-(i) .the best available, peer-re-
viewed science and supporting studies
conducted in -accordance with sound and
objective scientific practices; and Gu)

. data collected by accepted methods `or
best available methods (if the reliability
-of the method.,and -the nature of the
decision justifies use of the data).

42 U.S.C. § 300g-1(b)(3)(A). Petitioners
contend. that, because EPA did not use
today's nbest available'.-science" when 'it
proniulgated bdtazphston.MOLs in 1976, it
violated § 1412(b)(3)(A)'s .best.a aailable
sciende" req'uiremenit (as well as the APA)
by retaining :those 'pre-existing MCLs in
2000. What EPA should have done in
2000, petitioners insist, is npply the latest
risk assessment 'model-set out in FGR-'
13-to establish' uniform risk 'at a level
EPA deemed appropriate.

EPA does not disjute..that.it utiliW'ed
no*-outdated methods to predict mortality
and morbidity rates for betaffhoton emit-
ters in promulgating the 1976 MCLs. thie
.methodology. EPA used in 1976 did not
differentiate among various beta/photon
emitters and their effects oni particular
organs within the body. See 65 Fed.Reg.
at 21,602-03. .The agency further admits
that a newer "effective 'dose equivalent"
methodology, which accounts for a particu-
lar organ's sensitivity.to radiation, is now
available, and .that FGR-13 incorporates
the newer methodology. See id-; Respon-
dent's Br. at 83. Indeed, both parties
agree that, for purposes of this challenge

.to the beta/photon MCLs, FGR-13 repre-
sents the 'best available.science." See
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Peitioners' Reply Br. at 45; Respondent's
Br. at 83.

*EPA nonetheless insists that it compiled
with the SDWA's -best available science"
requirement, because .it used FGR-13 for
the analysis that led to its 2000 decision to

.retain the 1976 MCLs; Thatfanalysis dis-
closed that the 1976 MCLs continue in
virtually all cases to confine health risks
ivithin the acceptable range of between 1 x

.10"- and 1 x 104 (1 in 10,oQo to 1 in
* 1,000,00) lifetime excess risk of cancer.

65 .Fed.Reg. at 21,583,-21,605-14 tbl. II-3.
Moreover, EPA also used FGR-13 to eval-

* .uate the.new beta/photon MCLs that the
'agency'proposed in 1991. EPA decided to

;*.: retain the 1976 levels in favor of the :1991
i: ..proposals because FGR-13 showed that the
. . .latter were in almost allhases outside the

. acceptable 'range and less protective of
human health than the 1976 levels. Id
We see nothing unreasonable'about EPA's
assertion.that this approach was consistent
with the "best available science," and noth-

'ing arbitrary about its decision to retain
-the 1976 MCLs under these circumstances:

' Petitioners.do not seriously., dispute that
EPA .used. the ."best available science" to
analyze the health risks posed'by the 1976
and-proposed 1991 MCLs.O Instead, they.

. argue that the 'best available 'science"
should have' led the agency to promulgate

. beta/photon MCLs that provide a uxiifornm
level of protection. Although in 1976 EPA
thought that the more.than"160 beta/pho-
ton' MCLs it .was setting would yield a

23. 'Petitioners did assert in their opening brief
that EPA's application of FGR-13 risk coeffi-
cients to MCLs derived under different nieth-
odologies yielded "an analysis that combined
and compared multiple, incompatible genera-
tions of science, which necessarily. yielded
inconsistent and incomparable results." Peti-
tioners' Br. at 75. But EPA reasonably re-
sponded that all of the relevant miethodologies
result in dose limits expressed in pCiVL, which.
unit is compatible with FGR-13's risk coeffi-
cients. Respondent's Br. at 85-86. Petition-

consistent risk level of 5.6 x 104 for each
beta/photon emitter, EPA's current analy-
sis, discloses that each M.C.L.' actually
yields a different risk level. See id at
21,82 fig.1; id at 21,605-14 tbl. !I-3. Be-
cause it is possibl6 to use, FGR-13 to estab-
lish MCLs with uniformn protection levels,
petitioners contend that it contradicts the.
"best available science" not to do so.

But just because science makes a result
*possile, does not'mean that it would con-

* tradict the 'best available science" not to
achieve 'it. Indeed, as petitioners con-
ceded at oral argument, there is n6thing.in
the record-7neither scientific studies nor*

*. antg else-to suggest that the 'best
available science" itself requires uniformity
in risk protection. Nor.is 'there anything.

..in the SDWA'that requires'that .thelvel
of risk protection provided for each.con-
taminant be the.' same. Accordingly,
whether to insist-upon fitiformity is a poli-
cy. judgment that 'the SDWA.leaves to
EPA's discretion.ti

In this case, EPA conluded that unifor-m
*mity- was not a goal it should strive. to
achieve for the beta/photon MCLs.' The
agency noted that to produce uniformity, it'
would have to undertake an ext'enslve new
rulemaking process. 65 Fed.Reg., at 21,-
'581. And it reasonably concluded that
such an effort was unnecessary because,
while the actual level of risk posed by the
1976 MCLs varies, in virtually all cases it'
is witht the range regarded as acceptable

ers did not return to this issue in their reply
brief.''

24. The SDWA plainly contemplates that not
all 'agency decisions under the Act will be
sdience-based. See 42 U.S.C.- § 3008
1(b)(3)(A) ('In carrying out this section, and;
to the degree that an Agency action is based on
science, the Administrator shall use-(i) the ,
best available, pee-rreview'ed science...."
(emphasis added)).-
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both'in 1976 and today, and Wlow the level
of risk expected in 1976. See id. at 21,582
jfg.l; id at 21,605-14 tbl. ft-3. Of. the
Lnior .than -160 existing MCLs, all.but ten

' ield risks below the agency's tpper inmit
* of.'1'i104.: Respondent's Br. at 83, Tape

of Oral Argument, Nov: 20, 2002;' see also
. 65 Fed.Reg. at 21,605-14 thl. II-3. :..Of

'those ten, only one (cesium) is likely to be.
found at decommissioning sites, and none
is likely-to.be found'in drinking water.
See 65.Fed.Reg. at. 21,583; Tape of Oral
Arginent, Nov. 20, 2002..-.

' .pifoimitr, of course, is not' the only
thing 'petitioners are after. Their ultimate'
aimt is toraise at least some of thie MCLs,
and, accordingly, they argue that the exist-
inig MOLs are "artificially low and unnec-
eiarily conservative." Petitioners' Br. at
*4. Perhaps for this reason, .petitioners
suggist that EPA.haa no reasonable basis
fot distiniguishing between the.1976 MTLs

* and the substantially higher MCLs' pro-
posed in 1991. But-as n6ted above, EPA
did have'a rational basis forpreferring the
1976 MOLs over those proposed in :1991:
th.e1991 piroposed levels were in almost 'all
cases Iess'protective' of huma.n health than
th&e1976 .evels and:butside the rafige f
acceptable cancer risk. 65 Fed.Reg. at
21,583; see'i& at 21,582 fig.1; id at 21,-
605-14 tb II-3.

I Moreover, although there is- nothing in
i the record to suggest that the "best avail-

able science" requires uniformity, even if it
did the anti-backsliding provision of
* 1412(b)(9) would still prevent the agency
from raising the MCLs above those set in
1976. That.provision imposes a limitation
on any revision "promulgated in accor-

* dace with this section," 42 U.S.C. § S00g-
I (b)(9), and the -best available science"
Provision is a part of the same referenced

Itecton, see id. § 300g-1(b)(3)(A). Section
I (b)(9).s limitation is as 'follows: "[E]ach

reision. shall maintain, or provide for

KESHA v.' EP.A.
228 (D.C. ar. 2003)
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greater,. piot&tion of the health of ped-
sons". Idd.§ 300g-1(b)(9). Once again, pe-
titioners 'contend that '§ (b)(9) does' not
preclude -an increase in an M.C.L. when
* urrent'.science shows that the M:C.L: can
be.incriased without'ieducing the levielof
protectidn the "agency initially thought it
toas providing. See' supra Part IlI.B:
And,' once againj;:we' aept:ag' reasonable
EPA's reading.of the section as barring
aniy revison 'to an edisting M.C.L. 'that
does not 'niaintiin the level.of protectiori
the current M:C.L: actully proaides. See
.id. Hence, EPA could not 'hieve the
uniformity for which petitioners argue
without lowering most of the 1976
betalphoton MOLs until they yield the rik
level actually provided by the most pr6tec-
tive of those'MCLs-a result'petitioners
do n6t seek and that would defeat their
aim in bringing this petition.

In sum, we conclude that EPA neither
failed in its obligation to use the "best

* available science" nor acted arbitrarily or
capriciously in retaining the 1976 bit/pho-
ton MOLs.

VIII. FAILURE TO 'RESPOND.
TO COMMENTS'.'.

(19] .'Finally, petitioners contend -EPA
did not adequately 'respond to comments'
'submitted in opposition to using the LNT
model. Section 553 of-the APA requires
that an agency .'shall give interested per-
sons an opportunity to participate in the

*rule'mnaking through submission of written
data, views, or arguments with or without
opportunity 'for oral presentation" and;
"[ajfter consideration of the relevant mat-
'ter presented, .. ; shll incorporate in the
rules adopted a concise general statement
of their basis and purpose." 5 U.S.C.
§ 553(c). The agency "need not address
every comment, but it must respond in a
reasoned manner to those that raise signif-
icant problems." Reytblatt v. Nuclear
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dtory Commln, 105 F.3d. 715, 722 -3-5 (response to comment 3MA). .. This
(D.C.Cir.1997) (citing Action on Smoking
&Health v.' CAB,.699 F.2d 1209, 1216

* (D.C.Cir.1983)). Nevertheless, .'"[t~he faR-
nre to respond to comments is. signIficant

. only insofar as it demonstrates that the
agency's decision was not based on a con;
sideration of the relevant factors.'" Texas.

-Mun. PowerAgenc uv. EPA, 89 F.3d 858,
876 (D.C.Cir.1996) (quoting Thompson v..
Clark, 741 .F.2d 401, 409,(D.C.Cir.1984);
alteration in origiial). The record here
does not demonstrate that EPA failed to
consider the relevant factors.
* Petitioners object to EPA's "general and
generic' response to comments,dciting spe-
cific studies that they contend reflect the
'best available science" and show the LNT
model. is inappropriate. In its first re-
sponse to a comment challenging the LNT
model and zero MCLG (frequently cross-
referenced in responses to later com-

* ments), EPA summarized. its reasons f6r
choosing the LNT model and stated it had
"reviewed the documents submitted by the
commenter that purport to provide niew
scientific evidence to counter the Agency's
position that there is 'no threhold' for
carcinogens such -as the radionuclides,"
'that 'much of. the information in these
documents was familiar to the Agency and

* accordingly had already been considered"
and that "the submissions cite anecdotal or
case report data, provide comment on oth-
er documents or positions or policy deci-
sions, or selected observations" and "do

. not provide the kind of data that EPA
*discusses in the. remainder of this re-
sponse." Comment-Response Document

*25. Petitioners' counsel made it clear at oral
argument that their objections to the com-

* ment responses are procedural ones, ad-
dressed only to the sufficiency. of the re-
sponses, and are not intended as substantive
challenges to the merits.

26. The response also recited that "[djetafled
* responses to the issues raised and the argu-

response demonstrates that the agency
considered and.rejected petitioners' argu.
ments (and cited support) for adopting the
quadratic model over tlie.LNTnmodel-an
issue the agency had already thoroughly
addressed in .the runemaklng proceeding.
This is all that the APA requires.25 See
Am. Iron MM S ted.Inst v. EPA; 115 F.Sd
979,1005 (D.C.Cir.1997) (fin~ding commient
response sufficient if it "demonstrates that
the agency at least considered whether it
should adopt [an alter'native] model");

* Thompson,.741 F.2d at 40,9-10 (concluding
that ."nothing -had been:.presented.which

* required some explanation beyond that al-
ready containedywithin the rulemaking rec-
ord tb.assire [the court] that 'all relevant
factors hald] been considered'") (quoting
Home Box Office. v.: FCC .567. F.2d 9, 36
(D4.Cir.1977)32 Accordingly, we .reject
petitioners' challenge.to the adequacy .f
EPA's responses to their comments.

IS CONCLUSION

. For these reasons, the petition for. re-
view filed by RSH is dismissed for lack of
standing,- and..the remaining petitions for
review are denied.

So ordered,

ments presented in those submissions [would)
*iollow[ I],and, In rrany. cases, EPA did. pro-

* vidernore specific critiques of particular stuvd-
jes.. See.eg. Coriiment-Response Doci.in.t
3-14 (respoeine to comment 3.ub.5), 3-30 (corul

. .ment 3.B.16), 3-28 (comment 3.B.23), 3-29
(comment 3.B.26-27).
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